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Committee proposes instructional computing fee hike 
By Bob Ross 
STAFF WRITER 
In 1990 a committee was fonned 
and has met for the past two years to 
suggest and implement ideas for the 
use of the instructional computing 
fees. The inclusion of srudents on the 
committee has resulted in almost 
immediately visible benefits. 
The committee consists of 5 -6 sru-
dents, four faculty members, a repre-
sentative of Computer Services and 
the interim vice chancellor of aca-
demic affairs. The srudents were 
asked what the campus' and srudents' 
computing needs were and to make 
suggestions on how those needs could 
Dest be met. 
pUler Science Building, rooms 104 and 
108. 
The lab in room 104 currently 
consists of 16 Apple Macintosh TIsi 
ible 386 PCs. also networked, 2 Apollo 
workstations, laser printer and new 
software. The Instructional comput-
ing fee paid for the equipment. main-
Kevin Bigger. A student works on computer in one many labs on campus_ 
tenance, supplies, and for the employ-
ment of the lab monitor/help desk. 
Upon the suggestions of the com-
mittee, the 1991-1992 computing fees 
went to upgrade campus dial-up facili-
ties. The number was increased from 
20 to 32so that users could call in from 
off-campus or in the donns. 
Ten N.EX.T. computer stations 
were established in Math/Comp. Sci. 
room 213 as well. These computers 
should be of interests to Humanities 
majors as it often include software 
which contains a thesaurus and the 
complete works of Shakespeare. The 
CLC in the EE building has been up-
dated with 30 new IBM Pes in room 
105 and Basic Eng. room 206 received 
some Apollo workstations, more disk 
storage, more main memory. 
Computer services is also offering 
more short courses such as: Intra to 
Unix, Intro to WordPerfect 5.1 , Intro 
to Unix vi editor, Intro to Macintosh, 
Advanced WordPerfect, Apollo 
Workstations, NIC Facilities. CMS 
Review, OOS Refresher, Intro to 
NOVELL Networks, Intro to SAS, 
lntro to Electronic Mail, and 
WordPerfect Thesis. This year's fees 
also provide for the continued mainte-
nance, operation, and supervison of 
the new computer labs. 
In order to meet fmancial needs of 
the University of Missouri system the 
President of the University of Mis-
souri is proposing to the Board of 
Curators that the instructional com-
puting fee be raised from the current 
$2.20 per credit hour to $4.00 per 
credit hour beginning next year. 
The committee consists of the fol-
lowing: Dr. Dave Barr - Geological 
Eng., Dr. Barbara Hale - Physics, Dr. 
Hardy Pottinger - EE, Dr. Oliver Sit-
ton - Chem. Eng. and srudents: Ronald 
See Computer, page 4 
The srudents compiled a list re-
questing: more access to personal 
computers (Macintosh, IBM), that 
they be networked to the campus 
mainframe, laser printers, more and 
better software, 24 hour service, and 
more training on using the facilities. 
These recommendations were im-
plemented during the 1990-1991 
school year by the committee. univer-
sity and Computer Services through 
the following ways: Two computer 
labs were established in Math/Com-
computers with high resolution moni-
tors, large main memory, laser print-
ers and two Apollo workstations. They 
have a new srudent helper, telephone 
access , and increased the hours the lab 
is operated. New and updated soft-
ware include word processing pro-
Controversy surrounds conference in 
Hawaii with $30,000 deficit 
grams such as Word Perfect. 1--------------





A mock classroom on "Appreci-
ating Diversity and Unity on the Cam-
pus" will be held at 2 p.m., Tuesday, 
Feb. 12, in the Mark Twain Room, 
University Center-East at the Univer-
sity of Missouri-Rolla. 
Dr. Jean Kantambu Latting, as-' 
sociate professor of social work at the 
University of Houston, Houston, TX 
will present the workshop, which is 
sponsored by UMR'sAfrican-Ameri-
can Cultural Recognition Committee 
(AACRC), United Ministries in 
Higher Education and the UMR Psy-
chology Club. 
Other activities organized by the 
AACRC to recognize the significant 
contributions African-Americans 
have made to the history and culture of 
the United States, will be held in Feb-
ruary and March. The public is invited 
to attend the events and there is no 
admission charge except where noted. 
Other events include: 
*Sarurday, Feb. 16: A Gospel Ex-
travaganza will be held at 2:30 p.m., 
First Assembly of God, 17th and Oak 
streets, Rolla. A reception willfollow. 
Sponsors are the AACRC, Voices of 
Inspiration Choir. Word of Faith Tab-
ernacle and Salem Avenue Baptist 
Church. 
*Wednesday, Feb. 20: A live tele-
conference, "The Rise in Campus Ra-
cism: Causes and Solutions," will 
begin at noon in the Missouri Room. 
University Center-East. A "brown bag 
lunch" will be provided at II :30 a.m. 
To register for the lunch, 'contact the 
Minority Engineering Program Office 
at 341-4212 by Feb. 15. 
*Friday. Feb. 22: An African-
American College Bowl will be held at 
7 p.m .• Mark Twain Room, University 
Center-East. The event is sponsored 
by UMR' s Minority Engineering Pro-
gram. 
* Saturday, Feb. 23: The Associa-
tion of Black Srudents' African-
See AACRC, page 4 
STAFF WRITER. 
An administrator of UMR, Ken-
neth M. Ragsdell, gave his wife a role 
in a university conference that he di-
rected in Hawaii last year, then 
charged the university for her ex-
penses. The conference lasted six days 
but Ragsdell also billed UMR for the 
expenses he and his wife ran up during 
an extra six days thal they stayed in 
Honolulu. 
Ragsdell is an associate v ice chan-
cellor, and is in charge of the campus' 
extension office. He was director of 
the Hawaii based "Design Productiv-
ity Instirute and International Confer-
ence." The conference was to either 
break even or earn money for the 
University, but instead cnded up cost-
ing almost $30,000 (discovered 
through a special internal audit). 
RagsdeU acknowledged that he 
had authorized billing the university 
for approximately $1,300 in expendi-
tures by his wife, Janet. The expenses 
included airfare, meals, and other 
costs; while the room for Ragsdell 
was provided fOT free by the hotel. 
RagsdeU's expendirures were about 
$1,464. In addition, Ragsdell author-
ized billing the school for $818 in 
airfare and other expenditures in-
curred by Wanda Davis , the wife of 
Robert Davis, dean of the university's 
School of Engineering. Ragsdell 
cams S88,500 a year. Davis earns 
$98,500 a year; his conference expen-
dirures were S1 ,542. 
Ragsdell staled that he believed it 
was appropriate to charge the univer-
sity for the women's expenses because 
they helped to coordinate events for 
spouses. Butrecords show that Wanda 
and Robert Davis left Hawaii three 
days before the event concluded. 
''What you do atone of these things 
.is 10 make the spouse comfortable," 
Ragsdell stated" My wife worJced hard 
every day of the conference." 
Ironically, previously in the week, 
campus officials announced plans to 
cutS4.8 million, or9% of the campus' 
$52 million anhual operating budget 
because of fmancial difficulties. One 
of those recommendations was to 
eliminale Ragsdell's area.The confer-
ence began Feb. 3 1991, and ended 
Feb. 8 but the Ragsdells arrived in 
Hawaii on Jan. 30 and left Feb. 12 
records show. 
Ragsdell stated they had gone 
early to aid in preparation for the 
conference. Among reasons or the 
extended stay was a meeting with a 
delegation from Japan, he said. He 
added: '(The post-conference events 
required my attention." 
The post-conference "events" 
were a dinner cruise and cocktail 
show, golf tournament, a tour of Hon-
olulu and Pearl Harbor and "Captain 
Bob's SnorJcel and Sail," a picnic and 
cruise. 
UMR interim chancellor, John T. 
Park, said that the special audit had 
found that no university policies or 
procedures had been violated by 
charging the school for wives ex-
penses, but staled: "I probably 
wouldn' t have done it myself." 
The Hawaii incidenl was brought 
to the attention of university officials 
when professor Gerald Cohen ques-
tioned university expenditures. Cohen 
sai.d that the university lacked money 
to hire all the instructors il needed. 
Cohen learned of the Hawaii trip and 
gathered infonnation and sent out 
memos to other professors about his 
fmdings. 
The memos made their way to 
university officials and a internal 
auditor for a review of the conference. 
€ohen stated: "1 slarted to try to fmd 
when money was spent unwisely on 
campus. The idea would be: Please 
don't cut from the liberal arts if! can 
point out to you where savings could 
be made elsewhere." 







MINER Basketball v, UMSL 
Slud.nl Lawyer 12:30 p.m.- Walnut 
Wesl.y 16:00 p.m. 
IFC Rush Forum 16:00 p.m. - G-5 H-SS 
UMR Women's Basketball vs . Universtiy of 
Mjssouri-51. Loui, /6 :00 p.m. - fule Bullman 
Multi-purpose 
Blue K.y 16:15 p.m . - 216 ME 
Spelunk .... Club Mle./6:00 p.m. - W4 McNutt 
SME 17:30 p.m. - W4 McNun 
Cycling Club Mle. /8:00 p.m.· 210 McNutt 
UMR Men's Basketballvs. University of Mis-
souri-51. Louis 18:00 p.m. - fule Bullman Multi· 
purpose 
Newman Mass 19:00 p.m. 
Juggling Club MIg. 19:00 p.m . - MjnerRec. Bldg. 
• Beginners are welcome 
Campus Crusade for Christ 19:00 p.m. Mara-
Thursday 
N.wman Scrlplures / 12:30 p.m. 
Adult Children or Alcoholics Mlg. / 1 :30 p.m. -
201 Norwood 
Ceramic Engln~rlng Seminar, R.P. Averback, 
"Nanocrystailine Materials," / 3:30 p.m .. 204 
McNutt 
Physics Colloqulm series, " Electron Impact 
lonlzatloo of Ar7+ and ArS+," / 4 :00 p.m. ·104 
Physics 
Toastmasters / 4:45 p.rn. - Fulton 
IK 16:30 p.m. - W4 McNutt 
Eta Kappa Nu Mle. I 6:00 p.m. - 103 EE 
APO MIa. I 6:30 p.m. 
ANS 16:30 p.m. - 227 Fultoo 
KM E Math Holp SeuIons /7:00 p.m. 203 M-CS 
Solar Car Team Mia I HJO p.m. - G-5 H-.. 
UMR Film Soria: "Miami BI ... '}' 7:00 p.m. -
Miles Auditoriwn ME. Admiuion by scuon 
ticket or $3 at the door. 
SluCo-SL Pal', CommIttee Mta.1 8:00 p.m. -
W4McNutt 
Gamlna 18:00 p.m. - 208 ME 
Starfleet Mia. 18:00 p.m. - Marsmcc Room. Uni-
versity Center-East 
Friday 
MSA /1 :30 p.m. - I :30 p.m. 
Trap & Skeel /3 :30 p.m. -T-2 
Show-Me Anlme MIg. 16:30 p.m. - 212 McNult 
IVCF Mlg. /7:00 p.m . . 139 Schrenk 
SUB Presents: S.ephen King Frlgh' Nigh' I 
7:00 p.m. · 'The Shining;" 9:00 p.m. - "Christine" 
-ME 104 




Open Gaml ng /9:00 a.m.· 317 CE 
SUB Presents: Col lege Bowl Trh'ia Con test I 
10:00 3.m. - McNutt 
UMR Swimmers vs. NMSU II :00 p.m. 
Calendar of Events 
india S.ud. nls ASS<><. MIg. / 4:30 p.m. - 114 CE 
UMR Women ' s basketball vs. Washburn Uni-
versity 16:00 p.m.· Topeka, KS 
African-American Heritage Month Activity, 
''NIght at the Apollo,u 1 7:00 p.m. - University 
Center-East. For more information contact Mary 
Pulley at 341 -2677. 
VMR Men' . basketballvs. Washburn University 
18 :00 p.m. - Topeka, KS 
NSBE Tal.n' Show/ 8:00 p.m. - Cen~ial 
SUB Pres.nls: Las.r Rock Show I 7:00 p.m. 
MUlti-purpose 
SUB Pr ... nls: Sleph.n King fright Night I 
7:00 p.m. - The Shining; 9:00 p.m. - Christine -
ME 104 
Sunday 
Student Mass 15:00 p.m. 
Wesl.y Chapel /7 :00 p.m. 
Monday 
Toastmasters Club regular meeting I noon -
Missouri Room UCE - For mo re information 
contact Steve Watkins at 341-6321 or l!.aura 
Housc al 34 1-5372. 
Personal Resource Development Workshop, 
"I'm Doing Well Academically, But ... " 1 3:30 
p.m. - 208 Norwood Hall 
Chemistry Seminar, David Freeman, '7ract 
Element Analysis Using Neutron Activation 
Analysis," / 4:30 p.m. - Nuclear Reactor Build ing. 
ChrisU.n Campus Fellowship M.g. / 6:00 p.m. -
Missouri 
GD! Bog 16:00 p.m. - M. rlmec 
BSU Bible Study 16:30 p.m. 
Eta Kappa NuHelpSessloos /7:00 p.m. - 101 EE 
Alcoholics Anonymoos Open Mte./7:00 p.m. -
Walnut 
NaUonal Socl.ty or Black Engineers Mtg./7 :00 
p.m. - 204 McNutt 
KoInonia Blbl. Study 18:00 p.m. - Maramec 
Tuesday 
Student Lawyer 12:30 p.m. - Walnut 
GeofoaIcaI Enal ...... na Seminar, MartIn N. 
Sara, 13:30 p.m. - 317 McNutt 
Penonal Resources Development workshop, 
"Tat Anlddy,"/3:30 p.m. - 208 Norwood 
SWE Mle.15 :45 p.m. 
SluCo 16:30 p.m. -204 McNutt 
Hang Gliding Club Mte./6 :30 p.m. - ME 
ASME Mle./6 :30 p.m. - 104 ME 
Chi Alpha M'g. 17:00 p.m. - Marlmec 
KME Math Help Sessions /7:00 p.m. 203 M-CS 
S'uCo SL Pals M' g. 18:00 p.m. - 204 McNutt 
Next Wednesday 
STU CO BLOOD DRIVE I Cenlenni.1 
CLEP Tes.ing 
Sigma XI REsea rch Socie ty ~'lI g. / noon - Mis-
souri Room. VCE. Bring a sack lunch. 
U~·tR Women's Basketba ll vs. Pittsburg State / 
6:00 p.m. - Gale Bullman Multi-purpose 
Wesley /6:00 p.m. 
Spelunkers C lu b M ig. 16:00 p.m. - 204 McNutt 
Blue Key 16: 15 p.m. - 216 ME 
AIChE 17:00 p.m. - G-3 Schrenk 
AGe M.g. 17:00 p.m. - 114 CE 
SME /7 :30 p.m. - W4 McNutt 
UMR Men'S Bask • • ballvs. Pittsbu 'll Sta.e 18:00 
p.m. -Gale Bullman Multi-purpose 
Cycling Club 18:00 p.m. - 2\0 McNutt 
Newman Mass 19:00 p.m. 
Campus Crusade for ChrIs. M'g. 19:00 p.m . . 
Maramec 
Juggling ClubMte./9:00 p.m. - Miner Rec. Bldg. 
Beginners are welcome. 
Noday 
EIT Applications: Applications for enrollment 
as an engineer-in-training (Em are now available 
to qualified University of Missouri-Rolla students 
and Rolla ~idents. 
Applications are in Room III of the UMR Civil 
Engineering Building. The deadline for returning 
them to Jefferson City is Wed, Feb. 26. Enroll-
ment requires passing an eight-hour fundamentals 
of engineering examination to be given at UMR 
on Saturday, April I! . Students who are graduat-
ing from an accredited engineering program be-
fo .. Dec. 31, 1992, a .. eligible to apply forenroll-
ment as an engineer-in-training. 
For more infonnaiton, contact Dr. Paul R. 
Munger, Room 110 Civil Engineering Building, 
phone 341 -4461. 
UMR's Amateur Radio Club (WOEEE) Is look 
Ing ror people who have licenses or are Inter-
ested In earning a license. Lea rn about Radio 
Communication! Earn Privileges to talk to people 
around the wrold! Tune in to Amateur Radio! 
The cub offers : 
: Assistance with earning a license or license up-
grade. 
·A ccess to Ham Radio Publications . . 
"Technical Support 
*Access to the club 's station. 
The WOEEE 145.45 Mhz repeater. 
The club meet ings are on the lst and 3rd Wed. of 
the month at 7:00 p.m. at the shack. The shack is 
on the NW comer of the Rolla Bldg. in the base-
ment Talk in on 145.45 Mhz. 
The Society for Creative Anachronism, a living 
history group dedicated to the Middle Ages, will 
be holding its bi-weekly meeting on Feb. 9,1991, 
2 p.m., Robin Hood's Den, in Rolla. The sched-
uled topic is illumination and calligraphy. Arch-
ery practice will be held after the meeting. For 
more infonnation or directions call Anna Marie 
Kulback (329-6485), or Ken Lynch (364-5742). 
Bloodmobile- The Amcrican Red Cross Greater 
Ozarks Regional Bloodmobile will visit the Rolla 
First Christian Church on Tuesday. February 4. 
from 11 a.m. to 5 p.m. Please take time this month 
to open your heart and give the ultimate gift to 
someone who cannot live without it - give the 
gift oflile. 
Th. National Audubon SocIety plans an ouling 
at a private property east of Rolla on Sunday 
afternoon. February 9. The publ ic is invited 
Participants are ask.ed to bring a snack to share. 
Those wishing to carpool should meet at Kroger's 
in Rolla at 1 :00 p.m. Others who wish more 
info rmation may call Cathy orAlex Primm at 341- . 
2464. 
Blu. Key Accepting Appllcatloos 
Blue Key is now accepting appl ications for Spring 
1992 pledging. Applicants should be students of 
good characte r who have demonstrated leadershi p 
capabilities in their extracunicul ar activities. 
Appli cants must also meet the following member-
ship requirements : 
1) 60 completed credit hours 
2) Cumulative GPA of 2.75 
3) 40 Blue Key leadership po ints (see applica-
tions) 
Blue Key National Honor Fraterni ty is an Honor-
ary which not only recognizes campus leaders for 
their outstanding accomplishments. bu t is an ac-
tive organization which serves the UMR campus 
and Rolla community. The local chapter of Blue 
Key traditionally has done several projects for 
UMR such as the Student Dirt'ctory, Miner of the 
Month. and the Blue Key Leadership Forum. 
Applications to pledge Blue Key are available at 
the Student Activit ies Office in the University 
Center-West. Retum applications no liter than 
1:00 pm, Feb. 10, 1992. If you have any ques-
tions, please contact Stephanie Stroker at 364-
8989. 
Financial Aid 
For more Information andlor applications per-
taining to the rollowlng scholarships, contact 
the Student Financial Aid otTlce, G-l Parker 
Hall. 
SHORT TERM LOANS AVAILABLE 
Beginning with the W-92 semester the amount of 
a short tenn loan a student can receiveforpersonal 
expenses has been increased to S200. Short term 
loans for interv iew trios can exc;:eed $200 pro-
vided the applicant can provide verification of the 
trip. 
All short tenn loan funds must be paid by the end 
of the semester. Short tenn loam will bear no 
interest, but a processing fee of $5.00 will be 
assessed. 
UMR's Cashiers office administers an installment 
payment plan forthost students needing funds fo r 
fee purposes. 
NATIONAL SCHOLARSIfiP PROGRAM OF 
THE PRINTING, PUBLISHING AND PACK-
AGING INDUSTRIES 
The trustees of the National scholarship Trust 
Fund take pleasure in announcing the annual na-
tional competition for approximatel y 100 scholar-
ships to be awarded forprofes.sional and executive 
careers in the graphic corrununications industry. 
Eligibility requirements : 
- Interested in a career in graphic communica-
tions. 
* A high school senior or a high school gradu-
ate who has not yet started college, or 
- A college freshman, sophomore. or junior 
who is enrolled in a two or four year college 
program. 
- Must be a full time student. 
Deadline: March IS. 1992 
1992-93 ACT/FFS Available 
The Acr Family Financial Statements for the 
1992-93 academic year (Fall 1992 and Winter 
1993) are available for students in the foyer out-
side the Student FlOancial Aid Office (G-l Pancer 
Hall). This fo rm must be completed in order for a 
student to be considered for a Pell Grant, College 
work Study. Perkins Loan, university loans, Mis-
souri Grant, the Stafford Student Loan Prog~. 
the Income Contingent Loan Program and for the 
PLUS/SLS Loan Program for the 1992-93 aCl-
demic year. First considerations will be given to 
those students whose ACT-FFS is received by the 
process ing agency by March 31, 1992. 
EMERSON CONGRESSIONAL SCHOLAR-
SIfiP 
Congressman Bill Emerson has used his salary 
increase for 1987-88 and a portion of his speaking 
engagement honoraria to endow the Emerson 
Congressional Scholarship Fund for need y col-
lege students. Any student who will be attending 
any four-year or two-year public university in the 
Eighth Congressional District, which includes 
UMR, is eligible to apply. 
Applicants must meet the following criteria : 
*Reside in the Eighth Dis trict (permanent home 
residence). 
·Be a full -time undergraduate student. 
-Have completed at least one semester of college 
level work. and ha\'e achieved at least a 2.5 cum 
GPA. 
-Have education-rdated ftnancial need in excess 
of Pel! Grant assistance. 
Application Deadline : Aprill , 1992. 
AMERICAN ELECTROPLATERS AND 
SURFACE FINISHERS SOCIETY 
For students interested in a career in the electro-
plating and surface fin ishing industry. Criteria: 
*Undergraduate students must be studying in 
metallurgy, metallurgical engineering, materials 
science or engineering, chemis try, chemical engi-
neering or environmental engineering. 
*Financial need is not a factor 
AppllcaUon Deadlln.: April 15 , 1992 
See Financial Aid, page 4 
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Letters to the Editor 5l View from ~~~sponse to ::~~~~?y~~:~~~~OO~:'~~~~~h:.ti., tlie~· lit have access to. Can you say "straw fuelsresearchhasbeenhinderedbythe 
.... Re: Rob Hobart's "Technological man argument?" oil lobbies for far too long. Or do you Paradise"letter: I don't know about you, but I have prefer to have a good portion of our Mr. Hobart, you strike me as a a feeling that if you told Buffy that she energy expenditures go to line the person that needs to get out of the couldn't buy her favorite hair dryer pockets of Middle-East oil tycoons? house more. you obviously missed the anymore because it was made in Tai- Granted, nuclear energy is a technol-entire point of Mr. Henkes' article; wan', then your "life expectancy would ogywecanimplementrightherein.the that being that we are wasting too be about 30." I doubt that Mr. Henke heart of the good ole U.S. of A: but the many of our resources shipping goods was seriously contemplating turning fact is that nuclear power produces from all over the world when we could the clock back, but rather advancing it wastes that we just don't have a reli-be producing them right here at home. forward to a society that thinks about able disposal method for. The pat How much fuel do you think it con- its resources in a responsible manner, answer given for this is that we can sumes to ship goods from Japan or not an agrarian society filled with bury it safely and it won'tbother us for Germany? How much energy is the next hundred-thousand years. 
wasted by hauling refrigerated food- ~. Right. That approach has served us so 
.""'un ~,ili, _by? Thddo. ~ ..... 0 ~1l m "" pM', why ... ', = ."Iy" here is simple; by localizing our econ- ~ I ><: :? to nuclear wastes? Just look at how omy we could cut down on fuel that is 0 I L ,0 '".. '( well burying our garbage has helped normally spent hauling goods all over '-- '" OJ our landfill problems. If we can just the Earth. If there is a product that bury our refuse, why would we ever cannot be produced locally, then pro- need to recycle? Wouldn't our re-duce it as close as possible to its con- sources be better directed toward per-sWnption point In addition to that, do "back -breaking toil, misery, pain, and fecting an energy source that is free for you think that the international con- an early death." Do you believe that the taking and cleaner than any energy glomerates are more interested in we want to throwaway all the technol- we have today? 
saving our Earth than making a profit? ogy that we have spent the last thou- Wake up and smell the coffee Mr. The fact that you missed this point sand years perfecting? If so, then you Hobart. Most environmentalists today completely doesn't surprise me after suffer from an overactive imagination. realize that nuclear energy is here to seeing some of the amazing leaps of Concerning your energy policies, I stay. I don't mind this. What I do logic you performed in your letter. fmd your views on energy even more mind, is a public that is ignorant to the You state that localization will be "fol- amusing than the rest of your melodra- economics of the environment. Which lowed by r"gression to the brutally matic conservatism. You state that is better? Free, clean electricity or cruel peasant-agriculture system." In· nuclear energy has been hindered by electricity that produces indisposable credible. Do you care to quote the "anti-technology propaganda." On radioactive waste? You tell me. sources of your intellectual insights? I the contrary, I feel that technologies 
would be very interested to read some such as solar, wind, hydrodynamic, Even more sincerely, 
Mike Gadberry 
Student Coun.cil should follow the rules 
Dear Editor, 
It seems our Student Council 
needs some advice: Maybe I'm 
wrong, but it seems that a governmen-
tal group should at least follow their 
own rules. 
The other night, Student Council 
forgot they had rules. It wentlike this: 
One of Student Councils' Vice-
Presidents quit over Christmas break. 
The Constitution of Student Council 
says that if the President vacates, tIlen 
the Vice President of External Affairs 
takes on the additional duties. It also 
says that, "[iln the event that any other 
officer vacates his or her office, the 
President shall appoint a student to 
temporarily assume the duties of that 
office. At the next regular meeting of 
the Council, nominations shall be held 
forthevacantoffice. Elections for this 
office shall be held at the next regualr 
meeting after the nominations and 
shall follow any election procedures 
established in the Bylaws." 
Now let us reason together. The 
"student" temporarily assigned to 
handle the duties of the Vice President 
of Internal Affair! s the Vice Presi-
dent of External Affairs. Iguess that's 
ok, but what if the President has a 
problem? Then, all of a SUdden, the 
Vice President has all 3 top offices in 
Student Council, a majority of the 
. officer positions. What's wrong with 
this picture? 
Well, maybe that is allowed by the 
wording of the Constitution. But, what 
went on Tuesday was not. Of course, 
there were nominations for the Vice 
President of Internal Affairs, just like 
the Constitution requires. The only 
person nominated at this meeting was 
the Recorder, another officer. There 
will be an opportunity for more nomi-
nations at the next Student Council 
meeting, right before the elections. 
Immediately after . the nominations 
were closed, the President opened 
nominations for the Recorder posi-
tion, just because she might win the 
election at the next meeting. Of 
course, she hasn't vacated her position 
yet, so, according to the Constitution, 
there shouldn't be nominations yet. 
Well, a representative came to the 
rescue--he pointed out that the Presi· 
dent couldn't do this. The President, 
ignoring the Constitution, and hiding 
behind parlimentary preceedure, 
asked for a vote from Student Council 
on whether his action was acceptable 
or not. 
The members who were not in-
formed of the wording of the 
Constitution, supported the President 
by their vote. There is an officer who 
should have known better. Whatever 
happened, IF there are either nomina-
tions for Recorder or elections for 
Recorder at the next meeting, the Stu-
dent Council will have violated their 
Constitution AGAIN. 
Let's put Student Council back on 
track. If they really are a government 
for the students, then we, the students, 
should go to our Student Council rep-
resentatives and read through their 
copies of the Student Council 
Constitution. Then, let's make sure 
our representatives tell the officers of 
Student Council exactly what we 
think. 
Concerned and Under-represented 
Understanding the New Liberal 
Conscience 
by: Tim Gungoll 
Perhaps one of the greatest tricks 
of scandalous special interest groups 
is to confuse the public on the differ-
ence between individual rights and 
justice (which implies responsibilty). 
This occurs most commonly on some 
derivative of the right to privacy. By 
claiming that certain individual rights 
are being violated, many special inter-
est groups are able to violate the rights 
of millions of other people. One ex-
ample is AIDS, which is a venereal 
disease. However, because of certain 
special interest groups, itis not tracked 
like other venereal diseases for the 
purposes of damage control. Thus, the 
AIDS lobby, by selfishly claiming the 
right to privacy, will be directly reo 
sponsible for the death of millions of 
people whose infection could have 
been prevented by proper notification. 
They, of course, will not have to weigh 
this travesty on their conscience be-
cause by that time, most of them will 
be dead. By claiming the individual 
right to privacy in this case, justice is 
ignored because of a confused public; 
truth is the real victim. 
Another example of a domineering 
special interest group, which confuses 
the public by claiming individual 
rights, is the abortionists. In seeking to 
promote their agenda, they have made 
words and alleged rights more power-
ful than actions. When we think of the 
word abortion, we don't think of what 
the act itself implies, rather we think 
about the possible violatlon - of a 
woman's rights. By diverting the at-
tention away from the act itself, the 
abortionists have rushed the issue past 
any possibility of justice. This trick is 
equivalent to Jeffrey Dahmer claiming 
i.'1sanity to avoid taking responsiblity 
for carving up the human form into 
little pieces. If he can make people 
believe that he is insane, then his con-
science will be reprieved of those ac-
tions. So too (in abortionist theory) 
will the woman who has had an abor-
tion be reprieved of having the act of 
abortion trouble her conscience. 
I would like to now state that the 
purpose of this article is not to con· 
demnany woman who has had an abor-
tion. There is always absolution, for-
giveness, and new hope for someone 
who realizes that they have made a 
mistake ( if they seek the right Coun-
sel). The purpose of this article is to 
remind' men and women of the prob-
lerns associated with irresponsible 
behavior. I am trying to say: don ' t let 
yourself get into this position. Don' t 
believe that abortion is a cure-all that 
will allow me to act in any way that I 
please. Don't believe the lie that says 
its my right to act sexually irresponsi-
bly because of the easy solution of 
abortion. Don't march around as a 
radical feminist or radical feminist 
supporter telling men that they 
shouldn't act responsibly because of 
the pseUdo-empowering right to abor-
tion. It is a lie. These women are 
setting up other women for becoming 
victims of abortion and telling them 
that they are more powerful and inde-
pendent because of this right. 
The abortionists are ignoring wha 
happens to a woman who has an abor 
tion. Instead of dealing with the pair 
of their own abortions, they seek ac 
ceptance for their actions so that the) 
will never have to deal with them o~ 
the level of their conscience. It is I 
form of denying a problem. I person 
ally feel very sorry for any woman whc 
has had to go through such a misery. I 
is time to properly explain this misery . 
I was unlucky enough to witness! 
fUm of an actual abortion on.one of the 
cable channels. The doctor inserted 
metal pincers into the woman and 
crushed the baby's skull spilling the 
grey matter of the brain inside the 
woman. He then pulled off the ap-
pendages of the infant-ripping its little 
arms and legs out of the sockets. The 
torso is then sliced up into little pieces 
for easier removal and disposal. This 
is the brutality that these radicals are 
arguing for as a right that they believe 
should be equivalent to free speech. It 
reminds me more of Jeffrey Dahmer 
than of any sort of noble right. It is 
heinous and cruel. 
Many people will claim that I am 
insensitive for writing such an article. 
I would claim the opposite; I am too 
sensitive. It bothers me to think of the 
things that I have written above. Yet, 
it is these things that are the reality of 
abortion when it constantly pounds at 
us through the air waves. It is these 
things that the special interest groups 
try to brainwash us into not thinking 
about. They would rather us believe 
that abortion is a noble cause, like 
ending slavery or establishing 
women's sufferage. Their goal is to 
continue expanding the lie for the sake 
of not having to deal with their rotted 
collective conscience. Their golil,like 
that of l~ffrey Dahmer, is societal jus-
tificatiOll for their actions. But unlike 
Dahmer, they want societal justifica' 
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Alcohol: Still drug of choice at UMR 
UMR Substance Abuse Prevention 
Program 
by: Dr. Camille Consolvo 
In the Winter 1991 semester. an 
alcohol and other drug use survey was 
randomly administered to 726 Univer-
sity of Missouri-Rolla undergradu-
ates. This instrument. the CORE Sur-
vey, was developed by the U.S. De-
partrnentof Education to help colleges 
and universities nationwide assess 
student alcohoUdrug use and attitude 
patterns. 
Of the 726 students sampled, 
73.5% were male and 26.5% female, 
which reflects the general UMR stu-
dent population. Students from all 
class levels were included in the 
sample with the majority being sen-
iors. The sample included students 
from the ages of 17 to 53 , with most 
students in the 19-22 year old category 
(433,60%). With regard to ethnicity, 
87.5% were White , 3.4% were Black, 
1.4% Hispanic, .6% were Native 
Financial Aid 
CosW Bent Chapter or American Society (or 
Materials 
The Costal Bend Chapter of ASM [ntemationsl 
will award a SI,OOO.oo scholarship to a second-
year student pursuing a four-year Bachelor of 
Science degree in materials science, metallurgical 
engineering or a materials science option to me-
chanical engineering. The scholarship will be for 
the 92-93 academic y<,:ar. Deadline fo r making 
appLication is Apr ill. 19S12. 
Society of Man ufact uri ng Engi neer ing Ed uca· 
lion Foundation 
The Myrtle and Earl Walker Scholarship Fund , 
through the Sr-.1E Foundation. wilr be awarded 
annually to worthy iruaitullons including accred· 
ited trade shcools offering deg reed programs in 
manufactunng engmeering and manufacturing 
engineering technolog y. 
• student must have completed a minimwn of 30 
credit hou rs. (Graduate students wi ll not be eli· 
gible for this scholarsh ip. 
• must possess a minimum gpa of2.75. 
• Deadline is March 1, 1992. 
The William E. Weisel Scholarship Fund. 
through the SME Foundallon. will be awarded 
annualJy to a worth y fil l·ttme student seek10g a 
ca reer 10 robotics/automatedsystems. Each schol· 
arship will be S1000 
• applicants must be fuJl·time students attending a 
regionall y accredi ted school in engmeering or 
technology, seeding a career in robottcs/auto-
mated systems and havmg completed a minimum 
of 30 credit hours . 
• must possess a minimum gpa of 2.75 . 
• Deadline is March 1, 1992. 
Desk and Derrick Educational Trust 
The Association of Desk and Derrick Clubs is now 
receiving applications fo r scholarships to be 
awarded to women seeking degrees in related 
fields of petroleum and allied industries. These 
applications must be received for consideration on 
or before Aprlll, 1992. 
• Applicants must have oompleted at least two 
years or is current ly enrolled in her second yea r of 
undergraduate study at a duly accredited co llege. 
• Must maintain a gpa of 3.0 or above . 
• Applicant has demonstrated need fo r fmancial 
assistance in pursuing a college degree. 
• Citizen of Canada or the U.S . 
• Plans a career in petroleum or allied industry . 
American, and 5.1 % were AsianlPa-
cific Islanders. 
As past surveys have shown, alco-
hol is the drug of choice of UMR 
students. Results indicated that 20% 
of the students sampled are drinking 
abusively (five or more drinks at a 
time, three or more times in a two-
week period). Eleven percent indi-
cated that they have never used alcohol 
and 16.7% have not drank in the last 
year. This study indicates that the 
majority of students (83.3% drink, 
with 58% of them drinking once a year 
to two times a month and 25.3% drink-
ing three or more times a week. Male 
students appear to be drinking more, 
and more frequently than female stu-
dents: 22% of the males compared to 
15.7% of the females had fi ve or more 
drinks in the two weeks prior to the 
survey; and 20% of the males com-
pared to 14% of the females drank an 
average of three times a week during 
the last year. 
Some students are experiencing 
symptoms related to developing an al-
Missouri P ress Women, Inc. 
Missouri Press Women, Inc., an organization of 
profess ional journ alists, is offering a S250 schol· 
arship to a student planning to enter the fie ld of 
journalism. Applicants must have completed at 
least one year of study at a MO college oruniver· 
sity. In addition to completing athe application, 
student should submit at least one writing sample 
and a letter of recommendation as noted on the 
application fonn. Dead li ne: March 15, 1992. 
Nationa l Association or Women in Construc-
tJoo - St. Louis Chapler 
Each year N.A. W. 1. C. offers scholarships to 
young women and men who are pursuing degrees 
from universities in fields related to the const ru c-
tion indsut ry. Scholarship does not apply to first 
year students. Deadline: April 5, 1992. 
Natio nal NA WlC Founders Scholarsh ip 
Eligibility· 
.. Applicant must becurrentlyenrolledand have at 
least one year of study leading to a degree in 3 
construction related field. 
• Applicant must deSIre a career 10 a construction 
related field 
• Student must be enrolled full-ttme; pa rt-time 
students are not eligible for awards. 
Dudllne: February 15. 1992. 
Sigma Nu Tristan G. Pinzke Memorial Scholar. 
shi p 
The first Sigma Nu Tristan G. Pinzke Memorial 
Scholarship in the amount of SI000 will be 
awarded fo r the 1992-93 academic year. The 
scholarship was establishied in memory of Tri stan 
G. Pinzke, a member of Sigma Nu Fraternity at 
UMR who was killed in an automobile accident 
last September, and is ava ilable to students en-
rolled in any field of Engineering , maintaining a 
2.5 gpa and demonslTll.ting leadership in campus 
and community activities. Deadli ne ror submit-
linK a ppUcalion 15 February 26, 1992. 
Mid-West Concer te Industry B'oard 
The MOB EduCdtional Fund was estab lished to 
provide fuu.ncial assistance to college engineer· 
ing students pursuing a B.S. or higher degree that 
includes concrete and concrete design courses as 
an integl1ll part of their degree program. Note 
should be taken of the residency requirements as 
,hown on the application. The Fund will grantone 
cohol problem (hangovers -54%, 
blackouts-25%, nausea-50%). Seven 
percent of the students in the last year 
thought that they might be developing 
a drug or alcohol problem. However, 
14.5% indicated that they had been 
criticized for their drinking or drug 
use. Some denial about the existence 
of an alcohoUdrug problem may be in-
dicated here. 
UMR students indicate that their 
involvement in alcohol-related behav-
iors such as drinking and driving 
(35%), missing classes (25%), poor 
test grades (1 6%). suicidal gestures 
(3.9%), and taking advantage of an-
other sexually (8.5%) is relatively 
minor. However. any involvement 
should not be taken lightly and needs 
to continue to be the focus of educa-
tional efforts. 
With regard to drug use other than 
alcohol, UMR students do not indicate 
much involvement. Marijuana use in 
the last year was 11.5%. Students 
report not having used cocaine (98%). 
hallucinogens (95%). inhalants 
(98.6%). amphetamines (96.4%), 
sedatives (98.6%). steroids (99.7%). 
and designer drugs (99.3%) in the last 
year. Consistent with past research. 
very few UMR students have tried 
illegal drugs and even fewer are con-
tinuing to use them. 
If you have questions or concerns 
about alcohol or drug use at UMR. 
please contact the Substance Abuse 
Prevention .Program. 204 Norwood 
Hall. 34 1-4211. 
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SIOOO scholarship this fall. Application dead· 
tine: April 30. 1992. 
The Coterie or Faculty Wives Scholarship ror 
1992· 93 
Eligibility fo r selection will be the following; 
•. The recipient must be a female student at VMR. 
b. m ust have completed 50% of the hours neces-
sary fo r completion of her degree from VMR. 
c. must be enrolled with a minimwn of9 hours in 
a degree program at the time of the scholarship 
payment. 
d. Must demonstrate financial need. 
e. Must submit a written statement outlining her 
reasons fo r application to the Coterie Scholarship 
Committee . 
f. Must not be a memberofthe familyofnnyUMR 
faculty. fuJI -ti me staff. or other personnel. (She 
may be an employee herself.) 
Please send a letter of applica lion explaming your 
qualifica ti ons to; 
Coterie. P.O. Box 1638. Rolla . MO 65401 
Deadline; April) , )992 
T he Heavy Coostructors Associa tion of the 
Gr eater Kansas C il y Are». 
The Heavy COns truClOrs Associat ion of the 
Greater Kansas City Area lnduslry Advancement 
Scholarships are specifically fo r persons who are 
planning and prepanng fo r careers 10 construc· 
tion. The amount of each schOlarship is $2.500.00 
per year. 
Recipients of the scholarships shall be full-time 
students who demonstrate financial need . Prefer-
ence sha ll be given to well rounded persons who 
a~ upper classmen. to Kansas City area residents 
and to sons or daughters of conslruction employ· 
ees. Applicants will be required to demonstrate 
their commitment to obtaining ca reers in con-
struction. Recipients will be required to seek 
summer employmenl in const ruction. 
Deadline: April 15. 1992. 
Marlin Luther Ki ng Scholarsh ip 
Appl ications for the 1992-93 Martin Luther King 
Scholarship an: now available. The re will be one 
scholarship fo r $6,500 awarded. Students must be 
currently enrolled UMR students pursuing a de· 
gree in engineering or science. Must demonstrate 
academic s trength and potential , leadership and 
financial need. Deadline Is Februa ry 12, 1992. 
Applications may be received from the MEP Of· 
fice, 106 Norwood Hall or the Student Financial 
Aid office, G-l Parker Hall . 
Computer 
Platz. Michael Riggs. Scot Palmtag 
and Andrea Budnik and vice chancel-
lor of academic affairs. Glen Haddock. 
Any of these individuals or the Student 
Council would be willing to hear any 
suggestions for how the campus needs 
can bemetor forwhat to do with the in-
structional computing fee . 
$ 
AACRC 
American Heritage Annual Banquet 
will be held at 7 p.m. in~ Centennial 
Hall, University Center-East Lou 
Smith. president of Allied Signal. 
Kansas City. MO. will be the speaker. 
Cost is $12 for adults and $6 for stu-
dents. For reservations. contact Ron 
Covington at 341-4212 or 364.-493 1. 
*Thursday. Feb. 28: A Survey of 
Black Contributions to Science Tech-
nology will be presented at the Roll a 
Middle School on Soest Road. Three 
from page 1 
Computing Services computer labs 
in Compo Sci. 104 and 108 are open: 
6:00 a.m. to 1:45 a.m. Mon - Fr' 
8:00 a.m. to 12:00 p.m. Saturday 
8:00 a.m. to 1 :45 a.m. Sunday 
For more information stop by 114 
Math/Comp Sci or call 341-HELP. 
$ 
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Iver Get Somebody 
Totolly Wasted ~ 
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Features 
Traditonal St. Pat's events to be h.eld 
By Shawn Van Asdale 
STAFF WRITER 
That is right the rumors you have 
heard are true. The SI. Pat's sweat-
shirts are on sale once again, and you 
can pick yours up now at the Hockey 
Puck. So, if you didn't get your green 
in time last semester you now have a 
second chance. Also, don't forget 
your friend s and family at home that 
have come to expect an official St. 
Pat's sweatshirt as a gift. And remem-
ber, all the proceeds from the sweat-
shirts are used to put on the most out-
rageous party Rolla has ever knOW!}. 
But there is more good news aside 
from the green arriving. Nearly all of 
the traditional SI. Pat's events have 
been approved for 1992. That means 
that all the freshmen need to go out 
now and fmd a shillelagh to protect the 
campus from the annual Snake Inva-
sion, which takes place the week be-
fore the other festivities start. The 
Monday following the Snake invasion 
will mark the beginning of Follies, 
taking place daily at the Puck. And 
that Thursday will be Gonzo, a great 
party with a live band that is going to 
last all day. Friday will be the all 
important Games events. Later that 
same day will be the Coronation. This 
is when the Queen of Love and Beauty 
will be crowned. And topping it all off 
will be the Parade on Saturday. This 
year's theme is Legends--Rea! and 
not so Real. Of course Sunday will be 
the usual" sleep until four in the after-
noon trying to recover" day followed 
by an intense study session to catch up 
on everything you missed. So, as you 
can see, this SI. Pat's is truly going to 
be one of the BEST EVER. 
Technology leading to 
"cleaner" cars B 
Down to Earth 
SOURCE 
If there is one thing that is pro-
nuclear and environmental groups 
agree on it is the opposition to the use 
come through the use of special pow-
dered alloys which can hold hydrogen 
in the hydride form. the application of 
heat from the exhaust can be used to 
liberate the hydrogen from the alloy. 
offossil fuels while huclear power can Hydrogen has many benefits over be used as clean substitute for coal, it gasoline. Hydrogen produces no has a limited effect on the consump- byproducts but water and no pollution. 
tion of gasoline. There is, however, a Hydrogen also has three times the heat 
way to produce low pollution cars content per unit weight than that of 
. through the application of a newly de- petrol. 
veloping high technology. 
The concept is a car which can run 
partially or exclusively on hydrogen. 
Hydrogen fuel can be obtained from 
water by electrolysis, which can be 
powered by cleanly produced electric-
ity. 
The power source of the car can be 
either direct combustion or through 
the use of electricity producing fuel 
cells. 
Storage has been a serious obstacle 
to the development of hydrogen tech-
nology. This problem can be over-
Maybe in the future, if the technol-
ogy exists, cars can have onboard 
photo-electrolysis or solar cells to 
produce hydrogen. Refueling would 
be as simple as leaving your car bask-
ing in the sun. 
The opinions expressed in this col-
umn do not necessarily reflect those of 
all members 0 f Down to Earth. A1ter-
nate views or additional comments are 
welcome and should be addressed to 
the editor of the Miner 
UMR participants fiJ1.d satisfaction on recent trip to Mexico SU B sponsors 
laser rock sh'ow MISSOURI CAMPUS 
MINISTRIES 
SOURCE 
founded by a woman, Olivia Rojas, 
and supervised by a Church of Christ 
in EI Paso. The group fell in love with 
the 38 children and youth, many of 
Indian descent; and the love was re-
turned in double measure by the chil- The group was very impressed by dren. The weekend included a multi- The Divine Savior: Methodist Church 
The fourth annual Missouri Cam-
pus Ministries Global Education 
Study Tour traveled to Mexico, Janu-
ary 2-11. It was designed to enable 
participants to get to know their neigh-
bors, learn about the church mission, 
and tell the story to groups in their 
home and campus communities. 
Coordinated by Campus Pastors Cleo 
Kottwitz of Rolla and Scott Moon of 
Cape Girardeau, the group included 
students and faculty from Missouri 
Western State college, Northwest 
Missouri State University, Saint Paul 
School of Theology, Southeast Mis-
souri State University, University of 
Missouri-Rolla and Washington Uni-
versity. 
The group divided their time 
nearly equally between the border 
communities of Juarez, MexicolEl 
Paso, Texas and the region around 
Chihuahua, about 200 miles farther 
south. In both areas, they visited 
numerous churches and mission agen-
cies and also a cross section of the 
culture, including the city market. 
Perhaps the most memorable ex-
tude of activities .... playing games, 
singing, worship, eating food, a party 
and lots of hugs and kisses. 
perience was the weekend living in an MI_url Campu. MlnloUy orphanage in the community of 
Anahuac. In a beautiful high plateau Campus Pastor, Cleo Kottwitz, carries a toilet stool as partici-
valley surrounded by mountains, they pants work on converting two old restrooms into a meeting discovered an exceptional facility room at the Houchen Community Center in EI Paso, Texas. 
inJuarez. Not only is the congregation 
doj,..~ all the education and worship 
activities we have come to expect, but 
also they sponsor a medical clinic in 
their education building; they have 
constructed and are operating a home 
for the elderly; and they provide a 
shelter for homeless people from 
Central American which serves 50-60 
people per week. In the midst of all 
this, the congregation is growing and 
is currently expanding their sanctuary 
from a seating capacity of300 to 500. 
All who participated returned with 
an awareness that they knew very little 
about their neighbors in Mexico ... and 
are determined to learn more. About 
half the group is already making plans 
for a return trip, a work project, proba-
bly in mid-late May. In addition, they 
are excited about sharing their experi-
ences and new understandings with 
churches and other groups who will 
invite them. They have an excellent 
set of slides to show and lots of good 
stories to tell. 
To schedule one of the participants 
for a program, you may contact them 
through their campus pastor, or 
through the trip coordinators: Cleo 




Coming soon to UMR, the largest 
and most advanced laser rock show in 
the world. Paramount's original 
Laser Spectacular will be presented 
at the Multipurpose Building Febru-
ary 8th at 7:00 p.m. Paramount is the 
creator of the original Pink Floyd 
laser show. The show will feature 
music from Pink Floyd and other clas-
sic rock artists. a 2,500 square feet 
screen, 10,000 wans of digital concert 
quality stereo sound, pyrotechnics , 
and argon and krypton lasers for bril-
liant colors. The Huntsville Tunes 
says "It is a show that makes a com-
puter science major melt." lbis show 
was sponsored by K-SHE 95 in SI. 
Louis for over $10 a ticket. The Stu-
dent Union Board's Concert Commit-
tee is bringing the show to UMR stu-
dents for only $2 ($4 for non-stu-
dents). Tickets will be available in the 
Student Union Board office in UCW, 
Arby's, Wolf Music, Key Sports, and . 
Forum Video. This show promises to 
be bigger and better than last years. If 
you still have your laser glasses from 
last year bring them, or they will be 
available at the door. 
' I ~i 
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My uncle told me ••• 
By Rob Zee 
STAFF WRITER 
"Bobby, you'll make it where e' er you 
go!" Uncle Paul gave me those words 
of encouragement just before I left for 
EI Toro, MCAB, California. I had 
stopped by for a two-day visit with him 
in Carlsbad, New Mexico, during the 
last week of my fITst leave from the 
Marine Corps. 
Those few words have helped me 
more than anything! When the going 
got tough, I would think on these 
words and say to myself, " Self1 You 
can make it Uncle Paul knows you 
can! He ain't no dummy! Yeah, I can 
make it!" . 
I was walking to Rayl cafeteria for 
lunch today, walking very slowly, and 
thinking on my innermost thoughts 
and feelings . Thinking about Dad. He 
left the 20th of December. Poor 01' 
Mom... she had a heart attack last 
week. She is in intensive care. She 
will be leaving too. Maybe today. I 
hurt so much I thought, "I don't think 
I can make it. Maybe I'll just leave, 
too ... with Mom." 
coffee. The other kids were outside 
playing-my brothers and two sisters 
were younger-but Mom and I would 
talk over coffee. "I really miss that," 
I thought. "I wish Mom was here 
now!" 
I knew I had to snap out of it! I'd' 
been trying to come up with a follow 
up on the article I wrote in the Miner 
last semester, "My Dad told me ..... 
and working on that might keep me 
going. I walked home at a much 
faster pace now thinking about this ar-
ticle. 
Now, at home, I fITed up the com-
puter and printed a copy of the article 
, about Dad, and read again, "Nothing is 
as bad as it seems at fITst. In a year or 
two, it won't be so bad. Ten years 
from now, it will seem like a dream!" 
Then I thought, "Dad sure did get a 
lot smarter since I was 16!" 
Perhaps this story can warn you 
(and me) just how profound words 
can be. Words can help, and they can 
hurt. Perhaps Uncle Paul could have 
told me, "Nice to see you again." Or 
maybe, when I needed encourage-
ment, Dad could have said, "Don't be 
a crybaby," or even, "Why don't you 
get out of my hair? I'm busy!" Of 
course, he has said those things too, 
but the point is , he found time to say 
Wednesday, February 5,1992 
Campus organiz.at~ons provide s~rvice 
Blood Mobile looking for donors 
Student Council Public 
Relations Committee 
Source 
In the past decade, the University 
of Missouri-Rolla, along with theresi-
dents of Rolla, have become the lead-
ing source of blood in the Springfield 
regional blood services. Along with 
the pride of being the leading source of 
blood, we have successfully held on to 
the Blood Drive Trophy for the past 
twelve years. However, the Univer-
sity of Arkansas has pulled their forces 
together and is trying to "out donate" 
UMR. (Did I mention U of A is two or 
three times larger than UMR?!) 
With this in mind, the Student 
Council and the American Red Cross 
will be sponsoring a local Blood 
Mobile on Wednesday and Thursday, 
February 12, and 13. The Blood Mo-
bile will be located in Centennial Hall, 
which is on the second floor of the 
University Center -East, and will run 
from 11:00 a.m. to 5:00 p.m. on both 
days. 
At least 250 blood donors are 
needed each day to meet the growing 
demand for blood in the Springfield 
regional area. We need your unselfish 
support to meet these needs. Anyone 
between the ages of 17 and 65 can 
donate, out, for health reasons, please 
do not donate blood if you weigh less 
than 110 pounds or have donated 
within the last eight weeks. 
'. 
Naturally, there will be plenty of 
free cookies, soda, pizza, and popcorn 
at the blood drive. Our gracious do-
nors will also be entertained by the 
KMNR Road Show on both days. 
Your efforts in the past are greatly 
appreciated, but we need your support 
to continue this tradition and beat the 
University of Arkansas. The Red 
Cross Blood Mobile is open to the 
public, so please drop by Centennial 
Hall on February 12 and 13 and give 
the gift of life this Valentine's Day--
it will make you feel good! 
I. K. welcomes 
new me"mbers 
By Julie Dickherber 
Intercollegiate Knigbts 
Intercollegiate Knights Service 
Organization (lK) will be holding its 
ftrst meeting of the winter semester on 
Thursday, January 30 at 6:30 p.m. 
in 204 McNutt Hall. The second 
meeting is scheduled for Thursday, 
February 6 of the following week also 
at 6:30 p.m. in 204 McNutt Hall. New 
members are welcome and all houses 
and organizations are encouraged to 
elect two new representatives for this 
semester. Formal paging will be held 
at the February 6 th meeting. 
Upcoming IK events include ini-
tiation for Fall 1991 page class, a Big 
BrotherIBig Sister picnic, volunteer-
ing at campus blood drives, highway 
cleanups, St. Patrick's activities, an 
Easteregg hunt atBoystown, and vari-
ous socials. 
So if you are interested in helping 
out by joining a service organization 
and want to have fun while doing 
it,come see what IK has to offer. 
Then, I traveled back in time and 
saw myself standing there in summer 
kliakiesnexttomy '60 Galaxy, where 
Uncle Paul said, "Bobby, you'll make 
it where e' er you go! 
some good things. And that is the L ____________________________ ~ _______ _:_--...J 
"Ok, Paul," I thought. ''I'll try." 
At the cafeteria, I ate 'cause I 
needed to, but not because I wanted 
to. After, I got a cup of coffee and 
tried to collect my thoughts. ' Like 
when I was younger. Me and Mom 
would sit at the kitchen table drinking 
whole point! As on the TV program 
HEE-HAW, the storal of the mory 
is..... fmd time to give words of en-
couragement to those around you,. 
You never know, someday, after you 
are long gone, they may even write, 
"My Friend told me .. .... ... 
QUALITY CLEANERS 
* Expert Cleaning * Reasonably pliced 
108 W. 7th Street Roila, Mo 65401 364· .1()50 
An RA Needs • • • 
the brilliance of Einstein 
the magic of Merlin 
inventiveness of Edison 
creativity of Michaelangelo 
literariness of Thomas Jefferson 
sensitivity of Jesus Christ 
humor' of Jack Benny 
wisdom of Solomon 
honesty.ofRobin Hood 
independence of Patrick Henry 
eloquence of Winston Churchill 
business sense of Ebeneezer Scrooge 
foresight of Benjamin Franklin 
tranquility of Gandhi 
disposition of Buddha 
knowledge of Plato 
jolliness of Santa Claus 
bravery of Gloria Steinem 
ftrmness of Bismarck 
sex-appeal of Robert Redford 
humaneness of Albert Schweitzer 
dedication of Martin Luther King 
aggressiveness of Ghengis Khan 
competitiveness of Vince Lombardi 
patience of Job 
courage of Joan of Arc 
the courage of their convictions 
FOR MORE INFORMATION •.. CONTACT THE OFFICE OF 
RESIDENTIAL LIFE, 104 NORWOOD HALL 
- -----
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Amnesty International 
hosts benefit concert 
By JerrKuta 
Amnesty International - UMR 
It is concert time again! Amnesty 
International at UMR is putting on it's 
second annual benefit concert on Sat-
urday, February 22 at 8:00 p.m. at the 
Blue Heron. A variety of performers 
will be entertaining. SCOI! Hobart, an 
l'rorn the waist down. Jose was para-
lyzed in May 1986 in a failed assassi-
nation attempt on his father by three 
men in plain clothes. His father, Jose 
Mercedes Sotz Cate, is former Finance 
Secretary of the Central Municipal 
Workers' Union Guatemala City, 
which has been a repeated target of 
human rights violations. Last fall we 
received a signed letter from the 
Amnesty International director in 
acoustical guitarist, who performed at Boston where Jose has undergone seri-
last year's show still be returning. ous medical treatmnt.at Floating Hos-
Blue Earth and a jazz group composed pita!. 
of Terry Bowness and other UMR stu- This year all proceeds will again be dents, along with Heronregulars Sidio contributed to a charity case sponsored & Hall complete the list of performers. by Amnesty International at UMR. 
Last year's show was a great suc- All faculty, staff and students are 
cess. Amnesty International at UMR welcome. Tickets are $5 at the door of 
raised S 160 to contribute to Jose Estu- the Blue Heron on Saturday, February 
ardo Sotz Alvarez, a seven year old 22nd at 8:00 p.m., one show only. boyformGuatemaia who-isparaiyzed' - Thank ydu for your support. 
RESERVE 
Missouri Miner Page 7 
THE WHISTLE STOP 
BEAUTY SHOP 
PRECISION HAIR CARE 
FOR THE ENTIRE FAMILY 
MARIANNA, HEATHER, GINA, DEBBIE, JENN 
OPEN MON. - SAT. 9 A.M. 
EVENINGS BY APPOINTMENT 
WALK INS WELCOME 
I 341-2447 I 
KAREN GRIFFITTS - OWNER 
1012 SOUTHSIDE SHOPPERS WORLD· ROLLA, MO 
OFF ICE R S' T R II N IN G COR P S 
CASH IN ON GOOD GRADES. 
If you're a qualified student with good 
grades, apply now for a scholarship from 
AnnyROTC. 
Anny ROTC scholarships pay tuition, 
most books andfeas, plus $100 per school 
month. They also payoff with officer 
credentials and leadership experience 
impressive to future employers. 
~ 
ARMY ROTC 
TIE SMARTEST COUEGE 
COURSE YOU CD TUE. 
For More Information 
Contact CPT. White 
Room 306 Harris Hall 
or 
. .••. , •••.•.••••••• ······-----1Pfion~4]:4744--· 
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Classijieds The young boy meets an untimely end 
By Clavin 
STAFF WRITER 
blood soaked shirt. The medic pushed 
her aside mumbling something. She 
took two steps. Soothwlnds is accepting all fonns of writing. Grea Dude, 
Miscellaneous 
Goodsports.Dlscounl Cenler·- 900 Highway 32 
East, Salem, . Call 729-6099. Screen printing 
available on T-Shirts. Sweatshirts. Swe:atpants, 
includ ing: poetry. sho rt stories, and aku. PIC1lse 
submit copies of your writing . include your name, 
major and student number, to the Eng lich Depart-
ment (Top floor of Hum~ties and Social Sci-
ences.) 
and eyelinS shirts. We have UMR student and Wanted to Buy: A used mini-refrigerator and 
Mi. lrre.ponsiblelMr. Tnnsitional hal be-
come Mr. ResponsiblelMr. Relatiyely-perm~. 
nent-with -an-option-to-leave. (Parole ava ilable 
for good behavior)" Anyhow, I am glad you are 
back. 
Vicki Dude 
Chapter 2: Part II -
The ground came up to visit her; to 
comfort her from the shock. It didn't 
hurt. She was out before she hit the 
grotfnd. People stared blankly as her 
head hit with an audible thump. 
faculty disCOWlts. competitive priceo. Call a,nd TYN CR 'Iand. Call Kevin 341-2306. Marcy, 
He was dead only a few moments 
when the ambulance arrived. A few 
people had gathered to see the horrible 
sight. They could see his Hush Pup-
pies sticking out of the windshield and 
a recovering driver kneeling in the 
grass, a small puddle of vomit in front 
of her. 
The medic reached in to confmn 
his original thought and threw a blan-
ket over the young boy. Flashes of 
cameras came soon after the arrival of 
the cops and press. The driver sat in 
the ambulance being comforted by 
chedc. us out. 
Earn u much u $S,ooo -510,000 thi .. ummer 
painting bouses in your home town. Final ·inter-
views for Manager trainees are being held now. 
CalI1-800-2·Mana,e. 
SPRING BREAK on beautiful South Pa.m is-
land ,Texas. 2 Bedroom , 2 Bath, luxury condo 
cl06e to major hotels. Many extJu. Price below 
"'ur company. 1-800-5~03. Mrs. PearI'Fry. 
H!'w come you. never send me a personal? 
JUst your boyfriend. i feelleit out. 
Marcy, 
How are the hamsters doing this semester? 
Isn't that a little kinky? Have you decided if you 
are go~g to keep the rodent or not? I bet you will. 
ldiodita 
J.F. THOI, 
I could not think of anything stupid'" .. y. 
ICK 
For Sale: 7 year Heavy Melal collection. Heavy 
Metal cells also available. 5250- collection, 70 
cells. CaU341-8208. 
CongratulaUons to Kappa Delta"s new initiates : 
- Rebecca, Polly, Melissa , Dawn, Julie, Lau .... 
I need • ride to FIoRda to visit relatives over 
Spring Breal<. Share: expenses. Kevin 2306. 
SPRING BREAK ' 9l-PANAMA CITY 
BEACH" SELL TIlE MIRACLE MILE RE- Personals 
SORT" "EXCLUSIVE OPPORTIJNITY" TIlE . _ ______ ~ _____ _ 
MOST POPULAR BEACH LOCATIONI" Mopar (Puddl"l) Man, 
NEXTTOTIlE WORLD'S LARGEST CLUBS I" Roses are red. Violets ~re blue, If you forget 
EARN TIlE MOST MONEYI " EARN FREE my valentine, I'll go Boo- hoo-hoo! 
TRIPSI " CALL KIM; 1-800-558-3002. Mopar (Preciou& Pokey ) Rider 
MEXICAN RESTAURANT 
•. Delicious Mexican Fooa 
(Mexico' City Style) 
8 Dally Lunch .& Dinner Specials 
,> Sundays all you can eat 
• 1024 types of Nachos 
• Pleasant atmosphere 
Hwy. 63 So. 
364-1971 
Rolla , Mo 
Closed Mon~ 
PERSONAL RESOURCE DEVELOPMENT 
PRESENTATIONS 
_ ~;4t Sponsored by ~ounseling & Career !?evelopme nt _II' 
'.' A DIVISIon of Student AffaIrs ' = 
~::;;-. 341-4211 204 Norwood Hall ~. 
STOP BY COUNSELING & CAREER DEVELOPMENT FOR MORE 
INFORMATION! GET A COMPLETE USTING OF PROGRAMS 
BEING OFFERED THIS SEMESTER. 
I'M DOING WELL ACADEMICALLY, BUT ... 
Monday, February 10 - 3:30-4:30 pm - 208 Norwood Hall 
Facilitator: Ms. Christine Breier 
TEST ANXIETY 
Tuesday,.February 11 - 3:30-4:30 - J 08 Norwood Hall 
t----·-~.~-·~!it&!~ne Van Maire 
Leigh Ann, and Susan, 
You guys are cool l -
neighbors and drilled by the cops. 
Congratulations to KD's new pledges: Stepha-
nie Sarah arid An.issa, 
His mother came out of the house 
as the ambulance pulled up to the car. 
Her motherly instincts went a fire and 
she ran to the accident, half knowing it 
was her son laying in the car. She got 
to the driver's door just .before: the 
The coroner dropped the body off 
at the hospital. A young intern took 
the ' boy to the "meat locker" and 
. tagged him, D.O.A. He pushed him 
next to another young boy who had 
died not too long ago, frord a brain 
hemorrhage • 




m c;dic. _'l' •. 
"That's not my son," she thought 
after she saw the shredded face and 
<. ~ GOdfathers 
Pizza® 
V 
1140 Forum Driv~ 
364·3214 
r-------------r------------l FREE 5299 h~~~ 
SECOND PIZZA All-YOU-CAN-EATPIZZA. BREADSTICKS AND DESSERT PIZZA 
BUY A lARGE SUPER HAWAIIAN OR 
lARGE SUPER COMBO AT REGUIAR MENU 
PRICE, GET A SECOND PIZZA OF EQUAL 
OR LESSER WUE FREE! CLum 
Good everyday 11 a.m. - 2 p.m . 
al partid pating restaurants. 
CLU402 
(Oine·in only. Offer valid for up to four people per visil) 
COUPON GOOD FOR UP TO FOUR VISITS COUPON GOOD FOR UP TO FOUR VISITS 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 _ 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1~ 
Please mention coupon when order· ~S GOdfathir" ;r~e~~~J~r:~~ S~o~i~li~ ~i~~lv:~ PIzza ® ~';a~~t"~~~,~o~,f~~~no~~~no~~~e~; PIzza ® 5 
other offer or coupons No subsll tu- V coupons Not vahd on delivery V 
l ions 01 Ingredients 
~-~~~~~~------~-~~~~~~-----~ 579 9 ~~~i~~~s:r vaJue 5999 
• IARGE 2-TOPPING CLU250 
(Your Cho~~e of any two toppings) 
" IARGE 4-TOPPER CLU254 
(Pepperoni, Sausage. Green Pepper, Onions) 
0 ' 
• IARGE DELUXE 
~:~rO~~~'s~~~~~~:i Mushrooms, 
• 2 IARGE SUPER 
PEPPERONIS 
• IARGE SPECIAllY 
(Combo. All Meal Combo. Taco. . 
Vegetarian, Humble Pie, Hot Stuff) 
CLU627 
CLU1 22 
COUPON GOOD FOR UP TO FOUR VISITS COUPON GOOD FOR UP TO FOUR VISITS 
1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 1 1 1 2 1 3 1 4 
Please mention coupon when order· ,...f:",_ ... :2" Please mention coupon when order· ~fet.l, 
ing. Delivery add $1. limited delivery U'\KUCI1n~rS mg Del ivery add $1 Limited delivery S 
limes and areas. Not valid with any Pizza ® l imes and areas. Not 'laUd With any PIzza ® 
other offer or coupons. No subslitu· V other offer or coupons. No subslitu- V 
lions of mgredients. lions of ingredients. 
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Sports 
Miners still in hunt for national ranking M-CLUB ATHLETE OF THE WEEK 
By Christopher Goo 
STAFF WRITER 
The' Miners entered las t Satur-
day's (1/25) game against 13th ranked 
Pittsburgh State, looking to pull the 
upset on the Gorillas ' home floor. The 
outcome was a 101-99 loss in triple 
overtime. Both teams had a lot of 
missed opportunites at the end of regu-
lation and the overtime periods, but 
Pitt State's Mark Johnson converted a 
baseline jumper with three seconds 
left to wrap up the victory. Juniors 
Chris Dawson and Bill Jolly scored 29 
and 26 points respectively. The loSS 
dropped the Miners to 10-5, 3-3 in 
conference, while the Gorrillas went 
to 15-2, 5-1 in conference. 
Alright, now with the bad news out 
of the way, the Miners entered last 
Wednesday (1/28) game versus the 
troubled SouthwestBa.ptists Bearcats . 
UMR dominated play' and cruised to a 
78-66 home victory to sweep the sea-
jumpers and Mike Parmelay added a 
three pointer, to put the Miners up for 
good. 
The Miners never trailed the rest of 
the game, and the closest the Bearcats 
got was to six points with 10 minutes 
left in the second half. son series. The Miners held on to a double 
-The Bearcats were playing without digit lead from the nine minut .. 'Hark the services of leading scorer Glen on, to cruise for the victory. The Stanley, who in aMIAA ruling earlier Miners were led by Terry Harton's 17 this day had been declared ineligible points followed by Bill Jolly's 14 and for the season. The Bearcats coach, Donnie Brown's 13. Jerry KiIksey, was reinstated and did The victory improved the Miners coach this game. mark to 11i6, 4-3 in the conferenoe. The two teams traded baskets, The Miners next game is Saturday until the Miners took control lIt around versus Lincoln, which they should win the eight minute mark of the fll'st half. , by 20, and he next home game is Junior Donnie Brown made two short Wednesday, Feb 5th, against UMSL. 
Thomas throws pity-party: everyone invited 
By A.T.Goon 
STAFF WRITER 
Today's athlete is not what he once 
was. Whatever happened to the smil-
ing Joe Dimaggios and Mickey 
Mantles who excelled in their sport 
every year and were happy. For six 
months out of the year these men 
amazed all who saw them by simply 
doing their job. Today's athlete 
amazes on the field as well. However, 
his physical prowess often is nothing 
compared with the audacity he ex-
presses in self- admiration. 
Case in point: Thunnan Thomas; 
last season, the Buffalo Bills ' running 
back gained over 1000 yards rushing, 
over 850 yards receiving, was named 
to the All-pro team pro the AFC, was 
voted by his teammates as his team 's 
outstanding player, was a starter on the 
repeating American Football Confer-
ence champions , and won the Jim 
Thorpe award as the National Football 
League's Most Valuable Player. 
Then, the week before the Super 
Bowl, the biggest media sports event 
on this planet, the usually soft-spoken 
Thomas called a press conference and 
griped at the media saying that he did 
not get the respect he deserved. This is like the Reverend Desmond Tutu say-
ing that the Nobel Peace Prize is not a 
worthy measure of his accomplish-
ments. Thomas lectured those in at-
tendance at his press conference that 
he would, when he retired, long be re-
membered as one of he greatest run-
ning backs ever to play the game. 
Sorry Thurman, the word legend does 
not only reflect a players statistics. 
Walter Payton and O.J. Simpson are 
legends, Thurman. You are not. Pay-
. 
ton and Simpson both played over 10 
years in the league and , granted, had 
statistics very comparable to Tho-
mas' , yet, the thing that makes these 
men so admirable is the fact that they 
never boasted of themselves and al-
ways had their heads (and mouths) in 
check. Sure, today, the most famous 
current players in the NFL are among 
Deion Sanders, Andre Rison, and 
various other media clowns. (Bruce 
Smith). But, in ten years , the world 
will look back and remember the Joe 
Montana's and the Barry S·anders. 
Maybe Thomas should take a lesson 
from his fonner Oklahoma State 
teammate. 
Lester Hayes was an all-pro corner-
back for the Oakland Raiders seven 
times. Ronnie Lott has been an all-pro 
eight times. Their statistics are nearly 
identical. However, when the subject 
of all -time great defensive backs in 
the national all-time great defensive 
backs in the National Football League 
comes up, Hayes is often overlooked 
while Lott is nearly always a consen-
sus choice. Why? Well, maybe it has 
something to do with the fact that 
Lester Hayes was very arrogant, self-
centered and himself a media clown. 
Ronnie Lott is different. When the 
San Francisco 4gers gave up on Lott because they thought he was too old, 
he could have gone crying to the 
media, but he chose not to. What he 
did choose to do was none other than join the Los Angeles Raiders, lead his 
team in tackles, lead the National 
Football League in interceptions, play 
in the Pro-bowl yet again, and help 
lead his team to the playoffs, while the 
4gers, who did not need him, watched 
the post-season fonn their livin-
grooms. One would begin to think for 
a player, those reasons would be justi-
fication enough to satisfy his ego. 
But back to Thomas. The only 
reason that Thomas did this is because 
he feels left out. Granted, he is one of 
the best players in sports today, but, 
unlike the others, he never gets to do 
the Pepsi commercials. Endorsements 
and money, that is what we are really 
talking about. Hey, Thunnan wake 
up! Emmitt Smith is on a starter 
commercial , Charles Mann peddles 
Hungry Man dinners , Bo Jackson does 
Nike and Pepsi; and last and certainly 
not least, Michael Jordan sells Whea-
ties, Gatorade, Nike and Coca-Cola. 
All of these men (Smith, Mann, 
Jackson and Jordan) are great players (like Thomas) who know how to keep 
their mouths shut when they need to (unlike Thomas). 
But, Thurman, do not give up hope yet. Maybe Kleenex will hire you to 
do a commercial where you can blow 
your nose and wipe up your tears of 
self-pity . Just a word of advice from a 
layman writer Thunnan; shut up and 
play football . that's about all you are 
good at. 
~'.¥.""""'''~·t-~.'';~''':~·..f:'~:'''~:''':.:'''''''l·'''=--":~:'r''..t·,;..,. ... <!l--:· '.A:-: ·-A\o..t:..:"~ J.. \'·l"-.6"'~ Y.'J: II ·r .... t!·'t;·"f ."U 1,.'",-
The Miners are still in the running for 
the conference title, and here is a peek 
at the conference standings after Wed-
nesday night's game (excluding the " 




Pittsburgh State 5-1 
Missouri Western 5-1 
Missouri Southern 4-2 
Central Missouri State 
Missouri-Rolla 4-3 
Emporia State 3-3 
Missouri St. Louis 3-3 
Northwest Missouri State 














8-10 Southwest Baptist 1-6 
Squiggy's update 
By Chris Merris 
STAFF WRITER 
Well as the winter is coming and 
football is gone and so many people 
not always hockey, the only real sport-
ing event to look forward to besides 
the Olympics is the college basketball 
scene. 
The road to the Final Four cap-
tures all the excitement of any sports 
pinnacle. If you are a Big Eight fan 
you have plenty to be happy about as 
three Big Eight teams are posted in AP's Top Ten, and one other in the Top 25. 
. 
Oklahoma State goes into th",ir 
Sunday game with Missouri at 19-0 
they are ranked third in the poll behind 
Duke and UCLA. Next is 5th ranked 
Kansas who is a perfect 9-0 on the road 
including wins at Oklahoma and Mis-
souri. Missouri is very interesting 
ranked 8th and expected to do nothing 
in pre-season because of the loss of 
Doug Smith. Then you have the 18th 
ranked Sooners who are 14-4 with I 
point losses to Oklahoma State and 
Kansas . 
The rest of the Big Eight is still 
good with Iowa State popping in and 
out ofthepoll , Kansas State posting II 
wins and a winning record, also Colo-
rado has 9 wins and an above .500 
record. That is why the Big Eight is the 
number one conference in the country. Big Eight player of they year was 
supposed to be walked away with by 
OSU's Byron Houston who is making 
a good bid averaging 21.7 point per 
game and 10 plus rebounds, but he is 
feeling pressure from leading Big 
Eight scorer Anthony Peeler of 
Mizzou who is averaging 23.4 points a 
game. Don't forget about OU's Brian 
see Squiggy pg. 12 
M-CLUB 
SOURCE 
This week's Athlete of he Week is 
Ron Kochanowicz. Ron, a junior fonn 
Blue Springs, set a personal record 
while placing 3rd in the 1600 meters at 
the Arkansas State Invitational. Ron 
also ran the 1200 meter leg of he 
Distance Medley Relay which placed 
4th, and was the leading point getter 
for the Miners in their 8th place fmish 
out of21 teams. Congratulations Ron! 
Intramurals 
By Chris Merris 
Intramural Corresponding 
Secretary 
As the semester gets under way it 
looks like an exciting run will be made 
for the intramural title up for grabs. 
With volleyball fmished Sigma Nu 
leads with 1725.5 points . Second is Pi 
Kappa Alpha with 1,693 points; third 
is Lambda Chi Alpha with 1545 points 
and fourth is Phi Kappa Theta with 
1525. The race is tight at the halfway 
point. With basketball starting and 
eight more contests to be completed 
throughout the semester it should be a 
very exciting race. 
As volleyball fmished up late we 
say the playoffs as an excellent display 
of competition in Division I Pikes took 
home fll'st place with VSA fmishing 
second. Sigma Nu took third defeating 
CSA who took fourth. 
Basketball is two weeks old and 
the Intramural Team of the Week 
through 'February fll'St was Sigma Nu 
with a i-o record. The Intramural 
Athlete of the Week was also captured 
by_Sigma Nu's Jeff Lacavich. who 
averaged a balmy 17.5 points per 
game. The next meeting of the I.M.A. 
will be February 12th at 5:30 p.m. • • 
-... ~ 
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--SCIENCE FICTION • FANTASY 
COMICS • GAMES 
1014 Pine St. Phone 364-4301 
YOU HAVE FRIENDS WHO CARE 
AT ... 
BIRTHRIGIlf PHONE: 364-0066 
FOR HELP 
215 WEST 8th STREET 
P.O. BOX 832 
ROlLA, MISSOURI 65401 
DURING UNPLANNED PREGNANCY 
FREE PREGNANCY TESTING 
NEW EARL Y DETECTION METHOD 
YOU ASKED FOR IT 
YOU GOT IT! Grc;fat~'s 
Pizza • . 
V 
Godfathers Pizza now delivers 
all day everyday. 




8 . ~ lNJeerd Ilccess h» 11 ~iO)mIPHJlt!&1I' 
~ lllte Ilt ni~ht? 
§ § 
i Extended hours 8 In § Computer Center CtLes ~ ~ 
1
8 These rooms 
R§ IM-CS 104 a lOB 
N have 
I: Apollo workstations, Maclntoshes, § 
~ PCs, & mainframe access ~ ~ available. ~ 
~ ~ ~ Extended Open Houra Wlnt.r t 992: § 
~ January 22 - May 10 § 
l) Sunday 8:00 1m - Saturday 1 :45 am 0 8 Saturday 8:00 am - Midnight 8 § Normal Hou,, : ~ 8 Mon - Fr1 6:00 am - 1 :45 8m tho following day 88 [) Saturday 8:00 am - 5:45 pm ~ Sunday 8:00 am - 1:45 8m ~ 
88 Special Sunday Hour. between Ismesters: 8 
~ Sunday 8:00 am - 11:00 pm ~ 
§ . § § For your Sa.fety : § 
8 8 ~ ~ phone t.s ClvaUa&Le (..n Room 104. so eaa ahea.d. a n d. maR.e su r e ~ 8 the ,oom Is open . DI.aL3+1 - J{ELP (341 - 43S7 ). R 
8 8 § Lab moni.tors on du.ty d.urLng 1:00 a.m - 6: 00 am shl.Jt wlU escort ~ § l!!ou to~u, o!>, ~n Lot36 , ~ou wLsh - _l u s t!>.,,-. § 
§ § ~..r.r.r..r.r..r.r.r.r..r..r.r.r..r.r..r.r..r.r.r..r..r.r..r..r..r..r..r..r.r..r.r.r..r.r..r..r..r.r.r..r.r..r..r..-dJ. 
THE FAR SIDE By GARY LARSON 
" We don 't know exactly who he is, Caplain -
a disgruntled worker, we figure." 
"Hey . .. this could be Ihe chief." 
The Samson family at home 
Wednesday, February 5,1992 
"Man, there's an old-timer with one foot 
in the wastebasket. " 
"Go back to sleep, Chuck. You're just havin ' a 
n ight~a..'e - . ~f cou_~~:) we .a;e still ! n rye ll... . ,. 
Wednesday. February 5.1992 
/.10" MACrlBe Ii" W!Q 
HOFFA, WHO m lep 
'0 BUMP HIM OFFA! 
OH,eR~T.' I C~~W UP Af.J ~T/R~ GAR8AeE. CA~ FO~t.. Of SfLlFF ANP NOW f'U~ GOT A K6RNft.. of CORN STUCK ~~1WeEN M~ iEeTU ! 
~ATS ~e.cAUS~ 
1 ("l\l~ If.! A 
VACUUM, 




''0 EARLY ~ <:,yFeb 12if~ 
V SUNNYWALL"~ FLOWERS 
1107 PINE 364·3161 
...... .,' ."-',' ......... •... . .... :. . . .' ........... ~'-' : ',',:: ,': :.: ..... :-:.: .~ ",.-".:-:.; '-:-~ 
. ,-," -:.:. .... .....• .' '.------------------.. -------------------. 1 II 1 J "I Love You" 7 Bailon Bunch II "I Love You" 7 Ballon Bunch I 
'. I with attractive weight filled II with attractive weight I 
· 1 w/candykisses I Only I ~~~~~~ I $9.95 $6.95 I 
··1 with coupon (Expires 2-15-92) with coupon (Expires 2-15-92) I J I .. Ii!'~~~I111!1-~---,~.---... - . ----------~,~.~--. :·'.i.iiit·iiiiii.·iiii._{ ___ liiiiii~ '_______ _ ______________ . 
J 1 Mylar $9 95 I ] & 6 Red Balloons • I I yvith attractive weight ONLY withcoupon(ExpiIes2-15-92) I 
I I .-----~---------------------------~---. 
..... Large Selection of 
Valentine Plush, Mugs, 
<Humorous Items and ii~i,l'i;ilrli~::t~ ~'lR;g;i~ ;t~I¥ .:~ ;!!:h t i4;; 




.. Songwriter" Orlltor" forming lind Recording Rrtist .. 
FREE for UMR students!! 
Brought to You BV 




12" PIZZA One Topping 
No 
Limit $4.95 Order as many as 
you can eat. EACH 
Cannot be used with any other coupon 
Please mention coupon when ordering 
Onl one coupon per perchace 
UMR SUNDAY MADNESS 
1/2 PRICE PIZZA 
1/2 P · 1735 N. Bishop Pizza rICE Rolla 
With UMR I.D. - Sunday Only 
NO LIMIT 364-4544 
COUPON SPECIALS 
OUR BEST SELLER! New York Style, Original Thin or 
Chicago Deep DishlPan crust. 
FOR PIZZA OUT, Irs PIZZA INN. I 
Dine-Inn, tarry~t or rree d~lIyery in limited delivery are ... At all participalln, Nna Inn •. Tu not. 
included. Not valid with an, other orTer. OFFER EXPlRES2-29_92 I 
-----------_-1 
MEDiUM ONE ToppiNG pizZA' 
One for Two for I $499 or $899 I 
Your choice oC topping. New York Style, ~,. I 
Original Thin or Chicago Deep DishlPan Crust. _7.J J -~ I 
FOR PIZZA OUT, Irs PIZZA INN. 
IlII'IC-/nn , cl.rry-oul or rrC'e delivery In limited dclivt'ry art'll • . At all puticipaUnR Ph.UI Inn •. Tn not 
included. Not Yalid wi th any otho r orror. OFFER EXPIRES2-29-92 .J 
------------
ALL":YO'u-:"cAN EAT - $3-49 '1 
BUFFET 
B.ufTet includes :. New York, Style, Original Th in or Chicago Deep DishlPan I 
Pizza, spaghetti, macarOni and chee8e, St romboli, ,~~~!!~!!! 
.alad bar and de •• ert.. Special Children·. price.. ~ I 
iiV.J:i/ilS 
FOR PIZZA OUT, Irs PIZZA INN. I l'1ca~e Oinl:'·lnn only. At all Darticipatifli Pin. Inn.. Tn nDt includ..:i . Not y. lld with .ny other o rrer. 
OFfER EXPIRES 2·29-92 .J 
-,- - - - - - - - - --
TwoLARGEPIZZASuP-f l-4591 TO TWO TOPPINGS I 
Your choice of up to two toppings. New York Style. Original Thin or 
Chicago Deep DlshlPan crust 
Squiggy 
Sallier or the J ayhaw ks Rex Walters or 
Adonis Jordon. One of those plays 
could make a run if Peeler or Houston 
come up lame. 
The question I think needs to be an-
swered is who is going to win the Tour-
ney. Well I'm no expert, but Duke is 
an obvious top choice and UCLA is a 
legitimate contender. Both are well 
balanced and well coached. You may 
see UCLA stumble a bit as they lost to 
USC last week. 
from page 9 
Any of the Big Eight teams such 
as OSU, Mizzou, and KU could have a 
good showing with KU going farthest 
because of experience and an awe-
some team concept. Indiana is show-
ing signs of a team on the rise as well 
as Arkansas. 
The Big Ten is showing well with 
Indiana, Ohio State, Michigan and 
Michigan State. I have a feeling we 
may see a Big Eight team in the fmals 
again. Itisstill along road, and theBig 
Eight looks as potent as ever. 
STUDENT UNION BOARD 
Presents 
Pf.W-WtOUNT'S 
~Clt:u"dCl\), F-czb 6 
7:fZJfZJ pm .. 
multi-purposcz bid I !t~~~z!~!!:z!!ii!Ji~! I 
FOR PIZZA OUT. Irs PIZZA INN. I $ 0 G 1 Ad ' . 
Ih", 'M ""Y~ul" .... d,"",," on "m,,,d dd ,,,,y",,u AI .11 •• <l,a""n. "n. Inn. Tn nOi Tic k e t s: $ 2 . 0 0 stu den t s, 4. 0 en era m 1 S S 1 0 n 
"<Iud'" N., "hd wHh . n1 ,"h" orr ... OFFER EXPIR1:"2_29-92 ...I 1 a b 1 e: SUB 0 f fie e Woo If Mus i c For u m V ide 0 
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Placement 
UNIVERSITY· OF MISSOURI-ROLLA 
OFFICE OF CAREER PIACEMENT 
301 Norwood Hall 
PERMANENT EMPLOYMENT 
Weekly Detail List '5 
Weeks of March 2-6; 9-13; 16-20, 1992 
PRESCREENEQ INTERVIEWS 
MOTOROLA INC, 
Corpor ate Office 
1303 E. Algonquin Rd. 
Schaumburg, IL 60196 
attn: Ms. Sandra Wilks 








KS/PhD in Electrical, Mechanical Chemical Engineering, Physics 
Software Engineer, communications Research Lab, Systems Research Lab, Inte-grated circuit Design, Digital Technology Lab (Chicago corporate Research & Devel -
opment) Advanced Materials Lab, Flexible Manufacturing Systems Lab, Electron'ic Packaging Lab (Corporate Mfg. Research Center) -- Details will be available at 
time of" interview signups. 
Schaumburg, IL 
May 1992 grads 
3.0 
U.S. Citizen or authorized to 
work full-time in the U.S . 
DEAPLINE- FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday, February 0, 1992 :~::~~::~-~~:::-~~--~~:~~-~:-~::~-------------------------:----~~ 
PLEASE NOTE: The following companies are scheduled to interview. Information is not available at this time: Walmart - Interview date.: March 3 
CANCELLATIONS: Bibb & Associates (February 17) 
Westinghouse (February 18) ADDITION: central Intelligence Agency (February 14) (Information posted on Electrical Engr & Placement Office bulletin boards) 
Ford Motor Co . .... College Graduate Program 
·.o (Int"erview date ::. Feb. 1"2 : Interview si9rrups- Feb. 5, 199.2) SHARP MFG . WILL INTERVIEW ON FEBRUARY 24, 1992; INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE WILL BE WEDNESDAY, FEB. 12, 1992 
MARTTN MARIETTA ENERGY SYSTEMS 
P . O. Box 1410 
Paducah, KY 42001 
attn: Mr. Joe Ell ington 





MINIMUM G.P.A .: 
CITIZENSHIP: 




December 1991, May, July 199 2 grads 
3.0 PREFERRED 
U.S. Citizenship 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday, February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 3, 1992 
HILLS BROTHERS 
P.O. Box 148 
Topek.a, KS 66601 
attn: Mr. Mik.e Harris 






May 1992 grads . 
Additional information 
available at this time. 
is not 
DEADLINE FOR TUR1'HNG IN RESUMES: Monday, February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 3, 1992 
THE PROCTER & GAMBLE COMPANY 
2 Procter & Gamble Plaza 
Cincinnati, OH 45202-3314 
attn: Ms. Edwina Brandon 







BS/MS Chemical, Mechanical. 
Electrical or Civil Engineering, 
Engineering Management 
Plant Manufacturing Management 
Cape Girardeau 
May 1992 grads 
Must be a U.S. Citizen; a 
permanent resident, refugee, or asylee immigrant; or a temporary resident 
admi tted under the amnesty program of th~ 1986 Immigration Act. 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday. February 10 , 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 4, 1992 
U.S. GYPSUM 
1115 N. Armour Road 
N. Kansas City, MO 
attn: Ks. Victoria Morris 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 
MAJORS : BS/Mechanical or Electrical 
POSITION: 
LOCATION: 
Engineering, Engineering Management 
Project/Process Engineer 
Open to locations INTERVIEWING: Hay, July 1992 grads (NO 
DECEMBER 1992 GRADS RESUMES WILL BE BE ACCEPTED) MINIMUM G.P.A .: 2.6 CITIZENSHIP: U,S. Citizen 
PEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday. February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 4, 1992 
u. S. CORPS OF ENGINEERS 
601 E. 12th St. 
Kansas City, MO 64106-2896 
attn: Ms. Cathy Duffy 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES : 1 
MAJORS: BS/HS/PhD in Chemical, Civil, 
Geological Engineering, Chemis-
try, Geology 
POSITION: Rotational Training Program for 
entry-level; various openings at other levels 
LOCATION : 
INTERVIEWING: 
Kansas City, Missouri 
recent grads, December 1991 grads; May. July 1992 grads MINIMUM G. P . A. : 2.0 CITIZENSHIP: U. s. Citizenship 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday, February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATES: March 5, 6, 1992 
ARKANSAS STATE HIGHWAY & TRANSPORTATION P.O. Box 2261 
Little Rock, AR 72203 
attn: Ms. Valera McDaniels 






BS/MS Civil Engineering 
Civil Engineer I 
Arkansas 
December 1991 or May, July 
1992 grads 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday. February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 5, 1992 
NOOTER CORPORATION 
P.O. Box 451 
St. Louis, MO 63166 
attn: Ms. Sheila Adams 






BS/ Mechanical Engineering 
Sales/ Contracting Engineer 
St . Louis, MO 
May, 1992 grads 
U.S . Citizenship required 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES i Monday, February 10. 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 6, 1992 
MONSANTO CHEMICAL CO. 
800 N. Lindbergh 
St. Louis, MO 63167 
attn: Mr. Robert Geile 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 
MAJORS: BS/ Chemical, Civil, Mechanical, 
Electrical Engineering, 
Engineering Management POSITION: Cost Engineering and Scheduling -Develops cost estimates and schedules for new construction projects. LOCATION: 
CITIZENSHIP: 
MINIMUM G. P.A . : 
St. Louis, MO 
U. S. 
3 .0 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES : Monday, February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 6, 1992 
UNION PACIFIC RAILROAD 
1416 Dodge St. 
Omaha, NE 68179 
attn: Mr. Roger Dillion 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 
MAJORS: 
POSITION: 






MINIMUM -G.P.A. : 
1 
BS Engineering Management 
Industrial Engineering positions 
will be availab~e at time of 
Omaha", HE 
May 1992 grads 
Must be able t~. work full-time 






1I111111;;ImIm-=~~=========m=======-mm========~=-maam=a .. .m .. =-............ .a ................ ~""~" .... ~ 
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DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES; Monday, February 10, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 11, 1992 
(Note: Interviews for Union Pacific Railroad will b e 
held in the afternoon only.) 
I LLINOIS POWER COMPANY 
500 S. 27th St . 
Decatur, IL 62525 
attn: Mr. Robert Teel 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: l-Non Nuclear Schedule 
MAJORS: (prefer HS), will consider 
BS/Electrical Engineering 
POSITION: Planning Engineer - Project 
analysis future electric demand ; 
formulate plans to meet future power 
demands in a reliable economic manner . 
Electrica l Engineer: Develop designs for 
transmission , substation, distribution, 
me t er ing and communication facilities ; 
Service Area Engineer: Design of 
energy to our customers 
LOCATIONS: For Planning & Electrical Engrs. -
Central IL at Headquarters 
For Service Area Engineers: Central 
and Southern IL 
ILLINOIS POWER 






MINIMUM G . P.A .: 
CITIZENSHIP: 
BS/ Electrical Engineering 
Operating Engineer - Planning and 
scheduling of operations and 
maintenance activities, on-shift 
management of nuclear power plant 
operations 
BS/Mechanical or Nuclear Engineering: 
Planning and scheduling of operations 
and maintenance activities, on-shift 
management of nuclear power plant 
operation . 
All of the above positions are 
located at the Clinton Nuclear Plant 
in Central IL. 
HAY 1992 GRADS ONLY 
2.8 
U.S. Citizenship or Permanent Resident 
or unlimited right to work 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN "RESUMES: Monday, February 10 , 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE : March 17 , 1992 
LIBERTY MUTUAL INSURANCE 
Loss Prevention Department 
P.O. Box 8509 A 
St. Louis, MO 63127 
attn : Mr. Jim Kahlfeldt 





MINIMUM G. P . A.: 
2 
as Engineering Management or 
Mechanical Engineering 
Loss Prevention Representative 
Should be willing to relocate to 
any of the following: Rockford, 
IL; Indianapolis, IN; Overland 
Park, KS; St. Louis, MO ; or 
Minneapol is, MN locations 
December 1991 or May 1992 grads 
2.5 
DEAQLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES' Monday, February 10 , 1992 
INTERVIEW DATES: March 19-20, 1992 
SPORLAH VALVE 
7525 Sussex Ave. 
St. Louis, MO 63143 
attn: Mr. Jim Eckelkamp 









Sales Eng ineer 
U.S.A . 
May, July 1992 grads 
U.S. 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES' Monuay, February 10, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 19, 1992 
NON-PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS 
FORP MOTOR COMPANY-FORD COLLEGE GRAQUATE PROGRAM 
Engine Operations; Engine, Product & Mfg. & Plant Operations 
EEE Building, Drop *3 
P.O. Box 2053 
Dearborn, HI 48121 
attn: Ms . Kiana Rose 
NUMBER OF SCHE DULES : 1 
MAJORS: BS/ MS Mechanical or Electrical 
Engineering 
POSITION: Ford College Graduate Program: 
Developmental assignments including rotation through 
var ious fUnctions of manufacturing, plant engineering 
and product engineering 
LOCATION: 
INTERVIEWING: 




May , July 
N/A 
MI; Windsor, Ontario; 
and Lima, OH 
1992 grac::.s 
Applicants must be presently 
authorized to work in the U.S. on a full-
time basis . 
INTERVIEW SIGNUP PATE ' Wednesday, February 5, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: February 12, 1992 
MOTOROLA, INC. - RADIO PRODUCTS GROUP 
1303 E. Algonquin Rd. , MD ILOl-5th Floor 
Schaumburg, IL 60196 
attn: Ms. Pam Back 
NUMBER OF SCHEDULES: 1 
MAJORS: BS/MS/Electrical Engineering 
POSITION: Test Engineering, Software 
Design Engineering, Electrical 





Fort Lauderdale, FL 
May 1992 grads 
Permanent Resident Visa 
Authorized to work full-time in the U.S. 
PLEASE BRING A COPY OF YOUR TRANSCRIPT TO THE INTERVIEW. 
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE: Monday, February 17, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 2, 1992 
MOTOROLA INC. - SEMICONDUCTOR PROPUCTS GROUP 
1303 E. Algonquin Rd., MD ILOl-5th Floor 
Schaumburg, IL 60196 
attn: Ms. Pam Back. 




BS/KS Electrical Engineering 
Design, Wafer Processing 
Device, Product, R&D, 
Test, Quality Assurance, 
Reliability, Software Develop-
ment, CAD, Applications and 
Equipment Assembly Engineering. 
More details will be 
LOCATION: 




May, July 1992 grads 
U.S. Citizens, Permanent Resi-
dents, and those authorized to 
work in the U.S. on a full-time 
basis. 
"INTERV.IEW SIGNUP PATE i Monday, February 17, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 2, 1992 
ILLINOIS PEPARTMENT OF TRANSpoRTATION 
2300 Dirksen Park.way 
Springfield, IL 62764 
attn:~ ~ Ms. Sue Seppi 







1-BS/ KS Ciyil Engineering 
1-BS/MS Civil Engineering (Wa~e:I 
Resources or Hydrology) 
Civil Engineer Trainees 
Illinois - statewide 
May, July 1992 grads 
Authorized to work full-time 
in the U.S. 
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE; Wednesday, February 19, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 4, 1992 
PROFESSIONAL SERVICES INDUSTRIES INC. 
510 E. 22nd st. 
Lombard, IL 60148 
attn: Ms. Bridget Dechocho 







BS/MS civil Engineering 
Manager-in-Training/Staff Engr. 
Nationwide 
May, July 1992 grads 
Authorization to work full-time 
in the U.S. 
INTERVIEW SIGNUP DATE: Wednesday, February 19, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 5, 1992 
PETRO LITE 
369 Marshall Avenue 
st . Louis, MO 63119 
attn: Ms . Mary Laws 




MINIMUM G . P . A. : 
2 
BS/Chemistry, Chemical, 
Mechanical, or Petroleum 
Engineering 
Technical Sales Representative 
Hay 1992 grads 
2.5 
INTERVIEW SIGNUP PATE: Wednesday, February 19, 1992 
INTERVIEW DATE: March 5, 1992 
Albatross Books & More 
205 E. 4th (1 block East of Poe's Gas) 
341-9997 
. NEW AND USED BOOKS ~ 'SCI-FI 'ADVENTURE 
*FANTASY *WESTERNS 
*THRILLERS *ROMANCE ~ *MYSTERY *CHILDRENS 
*NEW AND OLD COMICS 





Ibd and white, 8 1/2 xII, 
mpies On 2011 bond, for only Sf 
each. Need we say less? 
Quality copies, with fast,expert 
assistance. 
Binding. collating and other 
finishing services available. 





314-364-2485 • 1~2485 
Fu 314-341~ 
'30 Sooah IIiIIIop RDlIo, WO 6540t 
RaalI SIore Houio: ..... -m. 1:00-5:30; 
Sot. 9;GG.4:00 
l'rIaIios" ~ ...... m. II:OO-t3O 
l 'alr'lltllll' :' /)ay is Fmlal'. 





Give TelefIora's Twnbling Heart~ 
Bouquet A delightful Valentine's 
Day remembrance for sweethearts 
and friends alike. Fresh blooms in a 
whimsical, bright red porcelain bud 
vase. To send this unique bouquet 
anywhere, call 
or visit our $1500 & up 
shop today. . 
.3 Thleflora 
SUNNYW ALL FLOWERS 
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Work Locations nationwide 
Interviewing : Chemical Engineers 
Page 15 
8:00 - 11:30 
1:00 - 4:15 
Monday - Friday 
TURN IN RESUMES FOR CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE AGENCY CO-OP INTERVIEWS Requirements: 3.0 GPA or above . US Citizenship 
or authorized to work in the US. Additions and/or changes to the Co-op interview schedule will be posted in the Co-op Office. 
MARCK LIST OUT FRIDAY, FEB. 14, 1992 
•••• **** •• ** ••• ** ••• ** •• ***.********* •••• 
Interview date ' Tuesday. Feb. 11 1992 
INGERSOLL-RAND 
St. Louis or Kansas City, MO 
Interviewing: Mechanical Engineers 
Requirements: 2.8 CPA or above. American Citizenship required. Academic level of 
applicants: at least 60-89 credit hours 
completed at the end of the present semester. 
start work summer 92 
Sign- up date: Tuesday January 28 1992 
Job Description: positioned in a sales branch 
as an Application Technician. Assist the Application Engineer in all capacities of technical suppor~. Expediting orders a the factory to writing technical proposals . 
1 schedule - 11 interyiew openings 
TURN IN RESUMES: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1992 
WHERE: 3030 NORWOOD HALL, CO- OP OFFICE 
TIMES: 8:00 AM - 11:30 - 1:00 PM - 4:15 
INTERVIEWING: computer Science, Electrical Engineers 
REQUIREMENTS: 3.0 gpa or ,above. US Citizenship 
only. Academic level of applicants: at least 45 
credit hours completed at the end of the present 
semester . 
start work fall 92 
The actual interview date will be Thursday, Feb. 13. 
Central Intelligence Agency, work location - Northern Virginia, has requested that we furnish them with 
resumes for pre-screening. We will accept as many Co-op resumes as we can collect. Just drop off a copy of your Co-op resume on the above sign-up date. After pre-screening, the CIA will send the Co-op Office a list of students they are interested in interviewing. The list ;;hould be posted in the UMR Co-op Office by Friday, Feb . 7. Please check with the Co-op Office no later than Friday, Feb. 7. 
Sign-up date: Tuesday. Feb. 11 1992 
1 schedule - 13 interview openings 
********** •••••••••••••••••• * •• * ••••••• *. 
Interview date: Tuesday. Feb . 25 1992 
KUSSMANN CORPORATION 
Bridgeton, MO (suburb of St. Louis) 
Interviewing : Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
Job description available in the co-op 
office 
Requirements : 2.8 GPA or above . US Citizen. I f not must have permit to work in US. Academic level of applicants: at least 59 credit hours 
completed at the end of the present semester. 
Sign-up date: Tuesday Feb. 11. 1992 
start work fall 92 
1 Bchedule - 12 interview openings 
• •• * ••••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••• * •• * ••• 
, . " 
-It can't do laundrY or fll1d you a date, but it can heJp you fmd more time for both. 
The new Apple" Macintosh" Classic· II 
computer makes it easier for you to juggle 
classes, activities, projects, and term papers-
and still find time for what makes college 
life real life. 
It's a complete and affordable Macintosh 
Classic system that 's ready to help you get 
your work finished fast. It 's a snap to set up 
and use. It has a powerful 68030 micro-
. processor, which means you can run even 
the most sophisticated applications with ease. 
And its internal Apple SuperDrive'· disk 
drive reads from and writes to Macintosh and 
MS-DOS form.atted disks-allowing you to 
exchange information easily with ~. - • 
almost any other kind of computer. I'-... If ... ,,,~.,,.·, ... ~""!' .. 
In addition to its built-in capabilities, the 
Macintosh Classic II can be equipped with up 
to 10 megabytes of RAM, so you'll be able to 
run several applications at once and work , 
with large amounts of data. 
If you already own a Macintosh Classic, 
and want the speed and flexibility of a 
Macintosh Classic II, ask us about an 
upgrade-it can be installed in just minutes 
and it 's affordable. 
Introducing the Macintosh Classic II. 
For further information contact 
Ben Streh1man at i 14 Mathematic Computer Science Bldg. 
341-4841 
QI991 AppkComputer. Ill( Apple, thc Apple logo, and Macmtosh 3ft registered trademaoo:md Su~rOri\"C ISllr.ldmu.rkof Apple Compulcr. Inc MS-DOS !Sa registered U'2ckmID: 01 MlCt'OSOft CorponIIOtl ~I('I$ a rqp5terC'd (!'adman. used undtt hCnlseiJ)'Apple Computer.loc. Tlllsad "'''lS CTt2led usmg M.3omosh compUlet'S. 
Ii. 
Page 16 Missouri Miner 
Interview date : Fri day . Feb 14 199 2 
ETHYL P ETROLEUM ADDITIVES 
Sauget, I l li no i s 
I nterv i ew i ng: Chemica 1 Eng ineers 
Requirements : 3. 0 GPA. or above . Ac ademic 
l evel of appl i cants : a t least 30 c red it hour s 
c omple t e d at the end o f t he present s eme ste r . 
US Citizenship r equire d . 
s tart work summe r 92 
Sign-up da te ; Fr i da y January 31. 1992 
2 schedules - 22 interview openings 
.*** •• • ***.* ***** *.* ••• *.**.* •• *.****. * •• 
Interview date ' TURsday, Feb 18 1992 
HUTCHINSON TECHNOLO<;Y 
Hutchinson , Minneso1:a 
Interviewing : Chemi cal , Electrical , and 
Mechanical Engineers 
Requirements : 2.8 GPA or above. Academic 
level of applicants: at least 60-89 credit 
hours completed at the end of the present 
semester . 
start worK summer 92 or fall 92 
Sign-up date ; Tues. Feb . 1992 
2 schedules - 22 interview openings 
Hutchinson Technology will be having an 
i nformational meeting on Monday , Feb . 17, 1992 
i n Univ . Center East , 202B Centennial Hall , 
Time - 7: 00 pm . All students interested in 
Hutc hinson Tech. mus t attend . 
***** •• *.*.*.************* . ******* ***** ** 
Interview date ; Wed. Feb 19 1992 
ANHEUSER BUSCH 
s t. Louis, Missouri 
Intervie .... ing : Mechanic al Engineers (corporate 
packaging and shipping) - Electrical Engineers 
(Equipment Expediter) 
Requireme nts: 2. 8 GPA or above . Academic 
level of applicants : at least 4-5 semesters 
completed a t the end of the present semester . 
Sign-up date; We d .. Feb 5 1992 
2 s c he dules - 26 i nterview open ings 
(1 schedule for M. E. & 1 sche dule for E . E. ) 
**.*** *.* ••••• * •••• **.** . ** •• * ••••• • ** *** 
Inte rv jew da t e; Thursda y , Feb . 20 129 2 
ANHEUS ER BUSCH 
S t . Lou is , Missouri 
I nte rv iewi ng: Civi l , Mechan ica l , Enginee r i ng 
Management (Engineer ing p l a nn i ng group ) 
Computer Sc i ence and El ectr ical Engineers 
(Eng i nee r i ng Development Gr oup ) 
Requirements: 2.8 GPA. o r a bove. Acade mic 
leve l of appl icants: a t lea st 4-5 seme s t e rs 
completed at the end of the present s emester. 
Sig n- up da t e: Thurs . Feb . 6 1992 
2 sch edules '- 26 interview o pen i ngs 
( 1 schedule for C. E. I H.E ., Hgmt . & 
1 schedule for C.Sc . & E . E.) 
• * •• *. * * *. *. * •• * •• * * *. * •••• *. * •• *.* •• * * ** 
I nterview date: Thursday . Fe b. 20 1992 
BUSSMANN 
Ellisville, Missouri (s t . Louis a r ea) 
Interv iewi ng : Electrica l , Mec han ica l , 
Metallurg ical Eng inee r s and Physics 
(PRODUCT ENGI NEERI NG) 
Requ i rements : 3.0 GPA. o r a b ove. Amer i c an 
Ci ti zens h i p r e qu ired. Academi c l evel of 
appl icants: at least 60 c r edit hou r s c ompl e t ed 
a t the e nd of the p r esent semeste r . 
start work s ummer or fall 92 ' 
S i gn-up date' Thurs .. Feb. 6. 199 2 
1 schedul e - 1 3 int erview openings 
* * *. * ** * ** * *. * * * * ** *. *** **. *. **** ** *** *** 
February , 1992 Co-oR Sign-ups 
co-oP EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES 
Sign-up location : 3030 Norwood Hall 
Co-op Office 
Sign-up hours: 8:00 - 11:30 
1:00 - 4 : 15 
Monday - Friday 
Additions and/ or changes to the Co-op 
interview schedule will be posted in 
the Co-op Office. 
KARCH LIST OUT FRIDAY, FEB . 14, 1992 
• * ••• ***** * * ••• * *. *.* *. *** *** ** * *** ** *** * 
Interview date ' Wed , Feb. 12 1992 
ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANY 
St. Louis, Missouri 
(OPENINGS STILL AVAILABLE) 
Interviewing: Electrical Engineers 
Requirements: 2 . 8 GPA or above. Academic 
level of applicants : at least 4-5 semesters 
completed at the end of the present semester. 
Sign-up date : Wed. Jan 29 . 1992 
1 schedule - 13 intervi ew openings 
*. *. ****** * ****** * ***** * *. *** * **** * * ***** 
(STILL ACCEPTING RESUMES) 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PBESCBEENIHG 
" TURN IN RESUMES FOR CENTRAL INTELLIGENCE 
AGENCY CO-OP INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES: WEDNESDAY, JANUARY 29, 1992 
WHERE: 3030 NORWOOD HALL, CO-OP OFFICE 
TIMES : 8:00 AM - 11 : 30 - 1:00 PM - 4:15 
INTERVIEWING : Computer Science, Electrical Engineers 
REQUIREMENTS: 3.0 gpa or above. US citizenship 
only. Academic level of applicants: at least 45 
credit hours completed at the end of the present 
semester . 
start work fall 92 
The actual interview date will be Thursday, Feb. 13. 
Central Intelligence Agency, work location - Northern 
Virginia, has requested that we fu.rnish them with 
resumes for pre-screening. We will accept as many 
Co-op resumes as we can collect . Just drop off a copy 
of your Co-op resume on the above sign-up date . After 
pre-screening, the CIA will send the Co-op Office a 
list of stUdents they are interested in interviewing . 
The list should be posted in the UMR Co-op Office by 
Friday , Feb. 7 . Please check with the Co-op Office no 
later than Friday, Feb . 7. 
Interyiew date' Tuesday . Feb 18 1992 
HUTCHINSON TECHNOLOGY 
Hutchinson, Minnesota 
Interviewing : Chemical, Electrical, and 
Mechanical Eng ineers 
Requirements : 2. 8 GPA or above . Academic 
level of applicants : a t least 60-89 credit 
hours completed at the end of the present 
semester . 
start work summer 9 2 or f a ll 92 
S ign-up da te ' Tues Feb 1992 
2 schedules - 22 intervi e w openings 
Hutchinson Te chnology wil l be hav ing an 
informationa l me eting o n Monday, Feb . 17 199 2 
in Un iv . Cente r East, 202 B Ce ntennial Hail , 
Time - 7 : 00 pm . All students interested i n 
Hutchinson Tech. must attend . 
*.* ** *. ****** *. ** * * * •• * * * *. * *** * * •• * * * *.* 
Inte rv i ew d a te ' We d Feb 19 1992 
ANHEUSER BUS CH 
s t . Lou i s, Missouri 
Interv ieWing': Mechanic a l Engineers (corporate 
packa ging a nd shipping) - Electrical Engineers 
(Equ i pment Expediter) 
Requirements : 2. 8 GPA or a bove . Academic 
l eve l ot a pplicants : at least 4-5 semesters 
c omp let e d a t the e nd o f the present s e mester . 
Sign-up d ote; We d . Fe b 5. 199 2 
2 schedules - 26 i nterv iew openings 
( 1 schedul e f or M. E. , 1 sche dUle f or E.E .) 
*. ** * ** *.** *. *. ** **** ** ** *'* * * *'** *. *** * *.* 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING 
TURN IN RESUMES FOR MOBI.L OIL CO-OP INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES : THURSDAY, JANUARY 30 , 1992 
WHERE: 3030 NORWOOD HALL, CO-OP OFFICE 
INTERVIEWING: Computer Science 
Requirements: 2 . 5 GPA or above. Academic 
level of applicants: at least 40 credit 
hours completed at the end of the present 
semester. Must be authorJ.zed to 'Work in 
the US on a full-time basis-. 
start work fall 92 
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE TUESDAY, 
FEBRUARY 11, 1992 
Mobil Oil Company, Kansas City , Missouri 
has requested that we furnish them with 
resumes for pre-screening. We will accept as 
~ resumes as we can collect. Just drop off 
a copy of your .k.2=2P resume on the above sign-
up date. After Mobil Oil pre screens , Mobil 
will send the Co-op Office a list of those stUdents 
they are interested in interviewing . This list 
should be available in the Co-op Office by 
Thursday, Feb . 6 . You will need to check with 
the Co-op Office no later than Feb. 6 
Interview date' Thursday Feb . 20 1992 
ANHEUSER BUSCH 
st . Louis, Missouri 
Interviewing: Civil, Mechanical, Engineering 
Management (Engineering planning group) --
Computer Science a'nd Electrical Engineers 
(Engineering Develop,ment Group) 
Requirements: 2.8 GPA or above . Academic 
level of applicants : at least 4-5 semest~rs 
completed at the end of the present semester . 
S i gn-up date: Thurs . . Feb 6 . 1992 
2 schedules - 26 interview openings 
(1 schedule for C.E., M. E . , Mgmt . , 
1 schedule for C.Sc. , E.E.) 
* * * * * * * * * *. *. * * * * * * * * ~. * * * *'* * * * * **. * * * * * * 
Interviey date : Thurs day Feb . 2 0 1992 
BUSSMANN 
Ellisville, Missouri (St. Louis area) 
Interviewing: Electrical, Mechanical, 
Metallurgical Engineers and Physics 
(PRODUCT ENGINEERING) 
Requirements: 3.0 GPA or above. American 
Citizenship required . Academic level of 
applicants : at least 60 'credit hours completed 
at the end of the present semester. 
start work summer or fall 92 
Sign-up date ' Thurs. Feb. 6 1992 
1 schedule - 13 interview openings 
*** ** * * ****** * * ** *** * * **** ***** ** ****** •• 
Interview date ' Tuesday Feb . 2 5 1992 
INTERNATIONAL PAPER 
Work Locations nationwide 
Interviewing : Chemi cal Engineers 
Requirements: 3.0 GPA or a bove . US Citizenship 
or a uthorized to work in the US. 
Sign-up da te: Tue sda y. feb. 11, 1 9 92 
1 schedule - 13 interview openings 
. '* ** * *. *** * *. ** •• * ** •• * *.*. ****.* * * •• ** * * 
Intervie w date; Tuesday Feb 2 5 1992 
HUSSMANN CORPORATION 
Bridgeton, MO (suburb of st . Louis) 
Interviewing : Electri cal and Mechanical 
Engineers 
~~~i~:scription available i n the co-op 
Requirements : 2.8 GPA or above. US Citizen . 
I t not must have permit to work in US . Academic 
level ot applicants: at least 59 credit hours 
completed at the end o~ the present semester . 
Sign-up date; Tuesday Feb 11 i992 
start work tall 92 
1 schedule - 12 interview openings 






















ILLINOIS DEPT . OF TRANSPORTATION 
Springfield, Illinois District 6 
Interviewing: Civil Engineers 
Requirements: 2.4 CPA or above. US Citizenship 
or work permit. Academic level of applicants: 
at least 60 credit hours completed at the end 
of the pl'esent semester . 
start work summer or fall 9 2 
Turn in Resumes' Monday Feb , 10 1992 
RESUHES ONLY . IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COpy OF YOUR CO-OP RESUHE TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE TURN IN RESUHE DATE . 
.*****.********** ••• ***.*.* •• ****** .****. 
Interview date; Monday. Feb. 24 1992 
OLIN WORKS CORPORATION 
E . Alton, Illinois 
Interviewing: Mechanical, Metallurgical Engineers 
Requirements: 2.5 GPA or above. US Citizenship. Academic level of applicants: at least )0 credit hours completed at the end of the present semes ter . 
start work summer 92 
Sign-up date: Monday Feb . 10 1992 
1 schedule - 12 interview openings 
Interview date' Wed., Feb. 26 19.92 
BUSSMANII 
Ellillville , ~O (St. Louis area) 
Interviewing: Electrical El'\gineers (application engineering) 
Requirements: 2.5 GPA or above. American Citizenship required. Academic level of 
applicants; at ,least 60 credit hours 
completed at the en,d of the present 
semester. 
start work fall 92 
Sign-up date' Wed . Feb . 12. 1992 
1 schedule - 13 ioten'iew opening'S 
••••• * •• ** •• * **. **~.* *** ••••• ** •• ** •• *** *. 
IBM CORPORATION 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Accepting nS·WDes for: Computet' Science, Electrical, and Mechanical Engineers 
Requirements: 2.0 CPA or ahove . · Eligible for permanent employment in the US. 
Turn in resumes ' Tuesday Feb 11 1992 
start work Summer 92 or Fall 92 
RESUHES ONLY. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE 
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE 
ABOVE COMPAN Y , PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOUR CO-OP RESUHE TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE DATE . 
*****************.**** •• ********.******** 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ENGINEERING INC . Williamston, Michigan 
Accepting resumes for: Chemical, Geology . 
and Geological Engineering. 
Requirements: 2~ 0 GPA or a bove. 
Turn in resumes; Wed . Feb. 12 1992 
RESUMES ONLY. IF YOll WOULD LIKE TO BE CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYKENT WITH THE 
ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COpy OF YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON 
THE ABOVE DATE. 
AQCUtioo to February Co-op Interview Schedule 
Interview date ; Tuesday Feb 11 1992 
LEVER BROTHERS 
st. Louis, Missouri 
Interviewing : Chemical 'Engineers , Electrical and Mechanical Engineers 
Requirements: 2 . 8 GPA. or above. Must be eligible to accept employment in the US upon graduation . 
start work fall 92 
Sign-up date ' Tuesday. January 28. 1992 
1 schedule - 13 interview openings 
•••••• ******* •• *** ••• * ••• * ••••••••••••••• 
StucolRed Cross 
BLOOD DRIVE 
FEBRUARY 12th and 13th 
llam - 5pm 
Centennial Hall 






Interview date: Wed .. Feb. 12 1992 
ANHEUSER BUSCH COMPANY 
St. Louis, Missouri 
Interviewing: Electrical Engineers· 
Requirements: 2.8 GPA or above. Academic 
level of applicants: at least 4-5 semesters 
completed at the end of the present semester . 
Sign-up dati: Wed . Jan 29 1992 
1 schedule - 13 interview openings 
••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ** 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING 
TURN IN RESUMES FOR MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY 
CO-OP INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1992 
~~~I~~!;:ING: Mechanical Engineers, E~ectrical 
Requirements: 3 . 0 Minimum GPA. Academic 
level of appl icants: at least 55 credit 
hours completed at the end of the present 
semester. 
start work summer 92 or fall 92 
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WEDNESDAY, 
FEBRUARY 26, 1992. 
Monsanto Chemical Company, st. Louis, Missouri 
has requested that we furnish them with resumes 
for pre-screening. We will accept as many ~
resumes as we can collect. Just drop off · a copy 
of your ~ resume on the above sign.:.up date. 
After Monsanto prescreens, Monsanto will send the 
Co-op Office a 1 ist of those students they are 
interested in interviewing. This list should be 
available in the Co-op Office by Monday, Feb. 17. 
You will need to check with the Co-op Office no 
later than Feb. 17. 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING 
" TURN IN RESUMES FOR MOBIL OIL CO-OP INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES ·: THURSDAY, JANUARY 30, 1992 
WHERE: 3030 NORWOOD HALL, CO"OP OFFICE 
INTERVIEWING: Computer Science 
Requirements: 2.5 GPA or above. Academic 
level of applicants: at least 40 credit 
hours compl~ted at the end of the present 
. semester. Must be authorized to work in 
the US on a full-t ime bas is. 
start work fall 92 
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE TUESDAY, 
FEBRUARY II, 1992 
Mobil Oil Company, Kansas City, ~Missduri 
has requested that we furnish them with 
resumes for pre-screening. We will aecept as 
~ resumes as we can collect . Just drop off 
a copy of your ~ resume on the above sign-
up date . After Mobil Oil pre screens , Mobil 
will send the Co-op Office a list of those students 
they are interested in interviewing. This list 
should be available in the Co-op Office by 
Thursday, Feb. 6 . You will need to check. with 
the Co-op Office no later than Feb. 6 
IBM CORPORATION 
Rochester, Minnesota 
Accepting resumes for: Computer Science, Electrical, 
and Mechanical Eng ineers 
Requirements: 2.0 GPA or above. Eligible for 
permanent employment in the US. 
TUrn in resumes; Tuesday Feb. 11 . 1992 
start work Summer 92 or Fall 92 
RESUMES ONLY . IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE 
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE 
ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF 
YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE 
ABOVE DATE. 
•••• * ••••••••••• * •••••••••••••••••••••••• 
NOTE: The ones that indicate RESUMES ONLY. 
This means the company will not be on campus 
int·erviewing, but they want resumes to review 
and should contact you if they are interested 
in interviewing you . 
Please let the Co-op Office know immediately 
of any acceptance of an offer. 
Please check. with the Co-op Office periodically 
to see if additional companies have scheduled 
interviews and for changes and/or additions. 
MARCH 1992 CO-OP LIST AVAILABLE FRIDAY, FEB. 14. 
APPITION TO FEBRUARY CO-OP INTERVIEW SCHEPULE 
Interview date ; Thursday Feb. 13. 1992 
UNION ELECTRIC 
st. Louis, Missouri 
Interv"iewing: Electrical, Mechanical, Civil, 
Nuclear Engineers 
Requirements : 2,.5 GPA or above. Must be 
legally. eligible for employment in the U.S. 
Academic level of appl icants: At least 
75 credit hours completed at the end of the 
present semester. Must have completed or 
are completing 1st semester of junior year. 
Must have some junior level courses. 
Sign-up date; Thursday. January 30 1992 
2 schedules - 24 interview openings 
••...••.•....•••..•••.... ~~ ... . 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING 
TURN IN RESUMES FOR INLAND STEEL CO-OP INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1992 
INTERVIEWING: Mechanical, Electrical, and 
Metallurgical Engineers 
Requirements: 2.4 GPA or above. 
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WEDNESDAY, 
FEB:RUARY 19, 1992 
Inland' Steel, E. Chicago, Indiana has requested 
that we furnish them with resumes for pre-
screening. We will accept as many ~ resumes 
as we can collect . Just drop off a copy of your 
.QQ.=.QR resume on the above sign-up date. After 
Infand steel prescreens, Inland will send the 
Co-op Office a list of those students they are 
·interested in interviewing. This list should be 
available in the Co-op Office by Thursday, Feb. 
13. You will need to check with the Co-op office 
- no ia.ter than Feb. 13. 
Interview date: Friday. Feb. 14. 1992 
ETHYL PETROLEUM ADDITIVES 
Sauget, Illinois 
Interviewing: Chemical Engineers 
Requirements: 3.0 GPA or above. Academic 
level of applicants: at least 30 credit hours 
completed at the end of the present semester. 
US Citizenship required. 
start work: summer 92 
Sign-up date; Friday January 31 1992 
2 schedules - 22 interview openings 
...•..................................... 
ENVIRONMENTAL SCIENCE ENGINEERING INC. 
Williamston, Michigan 
Accepting resumes for: Chemical, Geology, 
and Geological Engineering. 
Requirements: 2 . 0 GPA or above . 
Turn in resu.mes: Wed .. Feb. 12 1992 
RESUMES ONLY. IF YOU WOULD LIKE TO BE 
CONSIDERED FOR CO-OP EMPLOYMENT WITH THE 
ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF 
_ YOUR CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON 
THE ABOVE DATE. 
• ••••••••.••••••••••••• ~* ............................ .... 
jLLINOIS DEPT. OF TRANSPORTATION . 
Springfield, Illinois District 6 
In,terviewing: Civil Engine~rs 
Requirements; :i. 4 GPA or above. US citizenship 
or work permit. Academic level of applicants; 
at least 60 credit J"lours completed at the end 
of the present semester. 
start work. summer or fall 92 
Turn in Resumes; Monday Feb. 10, 1992 
RESUMES ONLY. IF YOU ARE INTERESTED IN THE 
ABOVE COMPANY, PLEASE TURN IN A COPY OF YOUR 
CO-OP RESUME TO THE CO-OP OFFICE ON THE ABOVE 
TURN- IN RESUME DATE. 
. ....................................... . 
Interview date; Monday Feb. 24. 1992 
OLI'N WORKS CORPORATION 
E. Alto.n, Illinois 
Interviewing: Mechanical, Metallurgical 
Engineers 
Requiremen~s: 2.5 GPA or above. US Citizenship. 
Academic level of applicants: at least 30 credit 
hours completed at the end of the present semester. 
start work summer 92 
sign-up date; Monday Feb. 10, 1992 
1 ~chedule = 12 interview openings 
.......................................... 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING 
TURN IN RESUMES FOR INLAND STEEL eo-op INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES: MONDAY, FEBRUARY 3, 1992 
INTERVIEWING: Mechanical, Electrical, ' and 
Metallurgical Engineers ... 
Requirements: 2.4 GPA or above. 
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WEDNESDAY, 
FEBRUARY 19, 1992 
Inland Steel, E. Chicago, Indiana has requested 
that w~ furnish {~hem ~i t:h resumes for ere-
screen~ng. We w~ll accept as many ~ resumes 
as we can collect . Just drop off a copy of your 
~ resume on the above sign-up date. After 
Inland Steel prescreens, Inland will send the 
Co-op Office a list of those students they are 
interested in interviewing. This list should be 
available in the Co-op Office by Thursday, Feb. 
13. You will need to check. with the Co-op Office 
no later than Feb. 13. 
NOTE: The ones that indicate RESUMES ONLY. 
This means the company will not be on camp':ls 
interviewing but they want resumes to rev leW 
and should c~ntact you if they are interested 
in interviewing you. 
Please let the Co-op Office know immediately 
of any acceptance of an offer. 
Please check with the co-op Office periodicallY 
to see if additional companies have scheduled 
interviews and for changes and/or additions. 
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Wednesday, February 5,1992 
SPECIAL NOTICE - PRESCREENING 
TURN IN RESUMES FOR MONSANTO CHEMICAL COMPANY CO-OP INTERVIEWS 
TURN IN RESUMES: WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 5, 1992 
INTERVIEWING: Mechanical Enqineers, Electrical Engineers 
Requirements: 3.0 Minimum CPA. Academic level of applicants: at least 55 credit hours completed at the end of the present 
semester. 
start work summer 92 or fall 92 
THE ACTUAL INTERVIEW DATE WILL BE WEDNESDAY, FEBRUARY 26, 1992. 
Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Missouri has requested that we f u rnish them with resumes for pre-screening. We will acc~pt a~ , many ~
resumes as we can collect. Just drop off a copy 
of your ~ resume on th'e above sign-up date . After Monsanto prescreens, Monsanto will send the Co-op Office a list of those students they are interested in interviewing. This list should be 
available in the Co-op Office by Monday, Feb. 1 7. You will need to check with the Co-op Office no later than Feb, 17. ,_ 
ADPITION TO FEBRUARY CO-OP INTERVIEW SCHEDULE 
Interview date : Monday Feb. 1 7 1992 
DAMES AND MOORE, ENVIRONMENTAL CONSULTANTS St. Louis, Missouri 
Interviewing: Applied Math, Chem'ical Engineer:::, Civil Engineers , Geological Engineers 
Requirements : 3.0 GPA or above . ' Academic l eve l 
of applicants: at least 48 credit, hours compl e t ed 
at ttie end of the present semester. 
Sign-up date : Monday Feb. 10 1992 
1 schedule - 12 interview openings 
start work fall 92 
AppITION TO FEBRUARY CO- OP INTERYIEW SCHEDULE 
Interview date; Thursday Feb . 13 1992 
UNION ELECTRIC 
st. Louis, Missouri 
Interviewing: Electrical, Mechanical, Clvil, 
, Nuclear Engineers 
Requirements: 2.5 CPA or above. Must be legally eligible for employment in the U.S. Academic level of applicants: At least 7S credit hours completed at the end of the present semester.. Must have completed or 
are completing 1st semester of junior year. Must have some junior level courses. 
.aign-up dote' Thursday JanUary 30 1992 
2 schedules - 24 interview openings 
••••••••••••••• * ••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
Interview date; Wed. Feb. 26 1992 
BUSSMANN 
Ellisville, HO (st. Louis area) 
Interviewing: Electrical Engineers (application engineering) 
Requirements: 2 . 5 GPA or above. Americ an Citizenship required . Academic level o f 
applicants: at least 60 credit hours 
completed at the end o f the present 
semester . 
start work fall 92 
S ign :"up date: Wed . . Feb . 12 1992 
1 sche dule - 13 inte rview ope n i ng s 
• ••• • • • • •• ••• •• • * •• • ** • •• * •• **** • • * * .*.** 
Missouri Miner Page 19 
Summer Employment 
UNIVERSITY OF MISSOURI-ROLLA 
Office of Career Placement 
301 Norwood Hall 
SUMMER EMPIPYMENT 
Weekly ·Detail List #5 
Weeks of March 2-6, 9-13, 16-20, 1992 
PRESCREENED INTERVIEWS 
THE PROCTER 6. GAMBLE COMPANY 
2 Procter & Ga mble Cente r 
cincinnati , OH 4 5202 
attn: Ms , Edwina Brandon 





Summer Interns in Chemical, 
Mechanical, Electrical or Civil 
Engine ering - all levels 
Summer Intern Program in Plant Cape Girardeau , MO 
Must be a U.S . Citizen; a perma-
nent ' resident , refugee, or asy-
l e e , immigrant or a temporary 
r e sident admitted under the 
amne sty program of the 1986 
Immigration Act 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUM ES ; Monday, February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE: March 3, 1992 
U.S. GYPSUM 
1115 N. Armour Rd. 
N. Kansas Ci ty , MO 
attn: Ms. Vi c t o r i a Morri s 





MINIMUM G . P . A. : 
Sophomores & above in 
Me chanic al Engineering 
Pr o j ect/ Process Eng ineer 
Open 
U.S. Citizen 
2 . 6 
DEADLINE FOR TURNING IN RESUMES: Monday , February 10, 1992 INTERVIEW DATE : March 4, 1992 
SUMMER EMPLOYMENT WITH MISSOURI HIGHWAY , TRANSPORTATION The Missouri Highway a nd Transportation Department 
anticipates a number of summer intern opportunities for civil engineering undergraduate students in MHTD headquarters and district offices throughout the state. 
Civil engineering students who are interested in summer employment s hould contact the ap~ropriate district office of the Personnel Division at headquarters, depending on their interest in location, as noted on application blanks (available in Room 304 Norwood Hall) • 
CONTACT THE PLACEMENT OFFICE: 304 Norwood Hall or MISSOURI HIGHWAY AND TRANSPORTATION DEPARTMENT Personnel Division 
P . O. Box 270 
Jefferson City. MO 65102 
INTERNSHIPS "ITH NORTHERN ILLINOI S GAS 
Northern Illinois Gas is looking for men and women (PREFER MINORI TIES AND WOMEN) with academic backgrounds in Account-ing, Enginee ring, Fina nce , Economics, Information Systems , Energy Management, Indus trial Enginee ring, communica tions and Journalism . 
Applicants must be a junior or senior working toward a n acad em i c deg ree i n a fi e ld of inte r e st t o Northern I llinois Gas. Comple t e sophomo r e ye a r in the s pring in wh ich you a pp l y , 
CONTACT : Ma nagement Recrui ti ng Admi ni s tra t i o n NORTHERN ILLINOIS GAS 
P . O. Box 190 
Aurora, I L 605 0 7 - 0190 
Submit your application form a nd resume by t he e nd of Feb . Positions are available at compa ny locations th roughout Northern Illinoi s serv ice terr i tory. You must p r ovide your own transportation and housi ng. 
INTERNS WITH DEPAR'rMENT OF THE NAVY RESEARCH LABORATORY The Naval Research Laboratory is beginning its annual search for univers i ty/ college students interested i n summer employment . Information regarding position listing #414 is available in Room 304 Norwood Hall. Deadli ne for submi tting app: ication information is February 28, 1992 . 








University Center-West, Rolla, MO 65401 
(314) 341-4980 
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!he response 
The Associated Students of the University of 
Missouri will be electing one undergraduate 
for a full term to its Board of Directors 
Board member will be elected at 
the Student Council meeting on 
Feb. 11, 1992 
For more information, call 
TomBrown 341-4970 
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